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ACCEPT THE TRUTH WHEREVER FOUND. |||| DO RIGHT FOR THE SAKE OF RIGHT
oliarne 19. Collegeville, P a .s T hursday , M arch 1, 1894. YCliole IST um her : 9T 6
J  W . R O ¥ E R , H . D ,
Practising  Physician,
TRAPPE, Pa. Office at his residence, nearly 
opposite Masonic Hall.
Y . W E B E R , H .
P ractising  Physician,
EVANSBURG, PA. Office Hours • — Until 9
a. m.;
' 
7 to 9 p. m.
-pi A . K K 1 SK.V, M.
H om eopath ic  Physician,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Office Hours : —Until 
9a,m .; 6 to 8 p. m.
g  B . H O R N IN G , M. D .,
P ractising  Physician,
EVANSBURG, PA. Telephone in office.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
B . F .  P E A C E ,
D entist,
311 DeKALB St ., NORRISTOWN, Pa. 
Branch Office— C o l l e g e v i i . l e —Tuesday, every 
week. Gas administered.
Q h e a p e n t  D e n tis t  in  N o r ris to w n .
N. S. Borneman, D. D. S.,
209 Swede Street, (first house
below Main Street, NORRISTOWN, Pa. 
(Formerly of Boyertown.)
The only place where Pure Nitrous Oxide 
(Laughing Gas) is made a specialty for the 
painless extraction of teeth. Artificial sets from 
$5 to $10. English and German spoken.
G . H O B S O N ,
A tto rn ey -a t-L aw ,
NORRISTOWN - a n d  - COLLEGEVILLE.
All lesral business attended to promptly. First- 
class Stock Fire Insurance Companies repre­
sented. At home, Collegeville, every evening.
E D W A R D  E . LO N G ,
A tto rn ey -a t-L aw ,
and Notary Public. Settlement of Estates a 
Specialty. Also general Real Estate Business.
Office :—415 Swede Street opp., Court House. 
Residence and Evening Offic e :—North cor., 
Marshall & Stanbridge Sts., NORRISTOWN, Pa.
j y j A Y N E  R . lO N G S T R E T H ,
A tto rn ey -a t-L aw ,
Land Title and Trust Company Building, 608 
and 610 Chestnut Street, Phila., Pa.
Room 23.
T  M O R R IS  Y E A K L E ,
A tto rn ey -a t-L aw ,
413 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Estates settled, collections made, convey­
ancing done. All legal business given prompt 
attention.
J J  W . H R A T Z ,
Conveyancer and Real Estate Agent,
Settles estates, collects rents, loans money, and 
insures property in the Perkiomen Valley Mutual 
Fire Insurance Company. Office : No. 8, EAST 
AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, (opposite the 
Court House) Office Days : Tuesday, Wednes­
day, Friday and Saturday.
J  M. ZIM M E R M A N ,
Justice  o f th e  P eace ,
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. Legal Papers, Bonds: 
Deeds, &c., executed and acknowledgements 
taken. Conveyancing and Real Estate 
business generally attended to. The 
clerking of sales a specialty.
J O H N  S . H U N  S IC K E R ,
Justice  o f th e  P eace ,
RAHN STATION, Pa. Conveyancer and Gen- 
eral Business Agent. Clerking of Sales 
attended to. Charges reasonable.
A. J . T R U C K S  ESS,— TEACHER OF—





p .  C . D E T W I L E R ,
V eterinary  Surgeon,
IRONBRIDGE, PA.
Office : At the residence of Enos H. Detwiler.
> A S S E N G E R S
And B aggage
from Collegeville Station.Conveyed to and 
Charges reasonable.
HENRY YOST, CollegeviUe, Pa.
s .
II . C A S S E L B E R R Y ,
C arpen ter and  Jobber,
DA V ID  B R O S .,P lu m b e r s ,
Gas and  S team  Fitters,
tEELCES :—1224 North 10th St 
'own Avenue, Philadelphia, 
a specialty.
& 2816 German- 
Country work 
Estimates furnished.
jy j- A G G I E  M A C G R E G O R ,
D ressm aker,
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. Will take work at home 
or can be engaged by the week.
A A A T T I E  P O I.E Y ,
D ressm aker,
TRAPPE, PA. Will take work at home or can 
be engaged by the week.
A  N H IE  M. M IL L E R ,
D ressm aker,
TRAPPE, PA Will take work at home, or can 
be engaged by the week. 18jan3m.
M R S . S . L . P U G H ,
TRAPPE, Pa., Attends to laying out the 
dead, shroud-making, &c.
J O S E P H  S T O N E ,
C arpet W eaver,
COLLEGEVILLE HOTEL. Rag carpet woven 
in any style desired. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Good rag carpet for sale at reasonable prices.
J O H N  O . ZIM M E R M A N ,
— TEACHER OF—
Piano, O rgan and  Singing,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Dealer In the best makes of Pianos and Organs.
w M. M . B IN D E R ,
Piano T uner,
823 CHESTNUT STREET, POTTSTOWN.PA. •
Graduate of New England Conservatory of 
Music, Boston, Mass., and Factory of Hallet, 
Da is & Co.
Orders left at Ihis office will be attended to
J J U S I C A L  IN S T R U C T IO N .
C ora H oyer
Regular Student of Philadelphia Musical Aead- 
emy for the past four years, will give lessons on 
Plano or Organ (Pipe or Cabinet). Terms rea­
sonable. Address, YERKES, PA.
L . G E O R G E ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Slaving ani Hair C itt ii  Parlor.
BAZOKS PUT IN  FIRST -  CLASS ORDER. 
Opp. G rlstook «fc Vande rslloe’s.
W . S C H E U R E N ,
Tomai 
A R T IS T !
COLLEGEVILLE 
PENNA.
Shaving, Hair Cutting, Shampooing, &c,
Ladies’ Bang Cutting a Specialty. The 
best establishment in town. 
JK̂ Parlor Opposite Post Office.
Salute of the Mary B-
BY FRANK H. HERALD.
Ed w a r d  d a y i d ,P a in t e r  a n d
P ap e r-H an g e r,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. ^"Sam ples of paper 
always on hand.
J  H . U N D E R K O F F L E R ,
B oot and  S hoem aker,
Next door to Drug Store, COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. 
Repairing a specialty. Harness repaired.
At Perkiomen Bridge, COLLEGEVILLE, Pa.' 
Upholstering in all its branches done to order. 
Furniture repaired, pictures framed, &c.
j R. W IS H E R ,
u .
Practical S la ter,
ObLKOEVILLE, Pa. Alwayson band roofing 
slate, slate flagging and roofing felt. All 
•inters promptly attended to. Also on 
band a lot of greystone flagging;
)v
1O0V8,
Practical S la ter.
STATION, Pa. Dealer in every quality 
>ting, Flagging, and Ornamental Slates. 
Send for estimates and prices.
J J R .  H . I*. K E E U Y ,
VETERINARIAN,
SCHW ENKSVILLE, PA.
(Graduate of the University of Pennsylvania.) 
All Disease* o f Horses and o f Other 
Domesticated Animals Carefully 
Treated.
SPECIALTIES; Drirri8TKLn surgery,
I was late in getting round to the 
club that particular Thursday night 
Some engagement or other had de 
tained me, and it stood close on the 
stroke of eleven by the clock of old 
St. Stephen’s when I came under the 
cheerful lights.
Having entered, I quietly threw 
aside ulster and hat, and made, my 
way to the smoking room, where, 
lounging about in every conceivable 
position of apparent discomfort, I 
found a -dozen or two old time 
friends.
My entrance was hailed by a rising 
welcome (an unwritten law at tffe 
club), a few words were exchanged, a 
hand grasp or two, and then I sought 
out my usual chair, pushed it to the 
bright, open fire, dropped into it, and 
lost myself in the genial warmth and 
spirit of good fellowship.
As one to the manner borne, I kept, 
for a time, a studious silence, desiring, 
by some cue from my associates, to 
catch the drift of the previous conver­
sation.
Soon, from a word or two dropped 
between smoke puffs, I learned that 
the vagrant talk that night bad turned 
on the strange coincidences of travel, 
and more especially such coincidences 
as might prompt the quoting of that 
time-honored saying, “the world is not 
so large after all.”
I could well believe that, before my 
arrival, many strange tales had been 
hung upon a peg so promising, and I 
had not long to wait before Wenton, 
our youngest member, struck into 
another story, at which we all settled 
ourselves a little deeper into our chairs, 
drew them a bit nearer the fire, and 
prepared for a fair and impartial hear­
ing.
Wenton, as I have said, was our 
youngest member, and our pleasure at 
having him with us on that particular 
night was enhanced by the fact that 
for several weeks he had been absent 
on no less a provocation than his honey­
moon, and had just returned to the
city with his western bride.
Our youngest member was a good 
story teller. With him the pastime 
was a fine art. He always saw the 
picturesque in character or in nature, 
and never neglected the accompanying 
side lights in his easy narrations. 
These facts accounted for the silence 
that followed his beginning, and the 
moving of our chairs into a close cir­
cle.
I have been much interested in 
what has been said,’’ began Wenton, 
changing to a more comfortable posi­
tion, “and it reminds me of a little in­
cident that happened some two years 
and a half ago while I was going west 
on a pleasure trip.
This incident struck me as rather 
out of the ordinary, even in travel. 
Many of its features were extremely 
picturesque and I have a substantial 
reason for remembering it.
As I said before, I was on my way 
west at the time journeying by easy 
stages, and had made my first stop in 
New York, where it was my intention 
to spend a few days in combined busi­
ness and sight-seeing. But finding the 
city hot, dirty and deserted of all who 
possessed sufficient means to leave it,
I reversed my purpose and decided to 
press oh into scenes more refreshing 
and congenial.
“Casting about for the means best 
suited to this end, 1 at last embarked
upon the fleet steamer Mary B----- for
an afternoon’s run up the Hudson.
“We left the dock in the North 
River at mid afternoon of a warm sum­
mer’s day, and bore smoothly up the 
stream amidst scenes I need not des­
cribe, for yon have all beheld their 
beauties for yourselves. In two hours 
time, or perhaps a little more, we had 
traversed the lower portion of the 
river, and were then drawing in among 
the picturesque ‘Highlands’.
“As we approached the narrowing 
gate formed by the hills, where they 
encroached their mighty masses bodly 
against the river’s edge, the burning 
sun slipped rapidly down in the west, 
its flaming disk growing larger as it 
neared the rugged horizon.
“The atmosphere of late afternoon 
was mellowed by a warm, palpitating 
haze, through which the shores were 
seen as if a veil of gold intervened.
“The boat forged swiftly ahead, 
touching now one shore, now the other, 
and crossing in its zigzag course be 
tween the hills many river crafts, the 
the puffing tug dragging in long pro­
cession its attendant flotilla of canal 
boats, the blackened salmon skiff or 
the sober ‘side wheeler’ from far-away 
Albany.
“As you well know, a rigid code of 
courtesy holds sway over those sober 
plyers of the river, the whistled salute 
at meeting being one of its strictest 
laws. Thus, as we crossed their course
and the whistle of the Mary B-------
would shriek its cordial ‘How’d-da-do 
the other boats would answer, now in 
a shrill soprano, now in a deep bass 
then seemingly with a stately nod 
both would continue on their ways, the 
one toward the heated metropolis, the 
other toward the refreshing hills.
“I soon found myself quite fascinated 
with these varied-toned salutes, espec­
ially the salute of the Mary B--------
To tell the truth, that shrieking whis­
tle, which doubtless annoyed the 
greater portion of the excurtionists, 
soon in my own feeling came to be 
little short of a positive pleasure.
“As the Mary B--------drew swiftly
in among the Highlands the scene 
grew more beautiful every moment. 
The green of the leafage shone more re- 
splendant in the setting sun, the crowd­
ing heights compassed us on every 
hand, and the stream winding in and 
out among them, its waters also touch­
ed with sunset light, seemed a golden 
ribbon twined about towers of emerald. 
Then came rolling upon us all the 
glories of the dying day. The sink­
ing sun touched the outlines of the 
wooded huts, trembled there a mo­
ment and then dropped out of sight. 
The nestling haze then caught fire and 
the shores seemed to present the effect 
of a fantastic mirage.
“ We had stopped in our course at 
West Point, in order to land the pas­
sengers whose purpose in coming up 
the river had been a pleasant after­
noon’s sail and to see the ‘evening pa­
rade’ of the cadets. The lines had 
been cast off again and the steamer 
stood off into her course. Holding on 
a direct line towards the ‘bay’ brought 
us close under the shadows of a tow­
ering cliff whose mighty bulk projected 
far out into the river.
“Half way up its rugged side, nest­
ling closely to the wall of rock, stood 
a cottage of moderate pretentions. 
The broad piazza with fluttering awn­
ings faced the charming bay and spoke 
a word of airy comfort.
“It seemed a strange place for a 
house, and I wondered who could be 
the occupants of so noble a retreat, 
and what was the character of the peo­
ple whose little dwelling clung thus 
closely to the rocky wall, like the pines 
with which it was partially surround­
ed.
I “A group of rather smartly attired
young people sat or lounged about 
the piazza of this novel abode, and a 
banjo was being played by one of the 
young ladies. No sooner, however, 
did they see the approach of our boat 
than they rushed to the railing, and, 
leaning far over, waved their hand­
kerchiefs in merry salute.
“This greeting was answered in kind 
by many of the passengers on our boat, 
and, to my extreme surprise, by the 
boat herself, for again the slumbering 
echoes were broken by her musical sa­
lute. Once, twice, thrice it was re­
peated, then softly through the evening 
air came a faint return like a far-away 
echo thrice repeated. Sweet as a shep­
herd’s pipe it was, and as I looked a 
yonng girl stood on the piazza above 
ns and blew the call on a small whistle 
which she held in her hand.
“The Mary B—saluted once more, 
this time * good-by,’ and the sweet-toned 
whistle of the girl answered as before. 
The boat then rounded an abrupt turn 
in the river, and the cottage, the jolly 
party and the gial with the whistle all 
disappeared together.”
A flutter of approval followed these 
words, and Deut, the friend on my 
right, smiled, and murmured, “Thor­
oughly Wentonian.”
Wenton himself lapsed into silence 
and sat in absorbed contemplation of 
the fire, which had burned itself from 
bright flame to glowing coals. A fresh 
supply of fuel was needed. Wenton 
noticed this, and rising, moved to the 
hearth and dropped a log upon the 
naked embers. For a moment he 
stood contemplating his work, then 
moved to his chair, seated himself, and 
resumed the story.
“One night about three weeks later,” 
he continued, “a jolly picnic party, 
representing many states, and includ' 
ing myself, was floating about in an 
old boat upon a charming lake in Min­
nesota.
' “We had driven over from N—  
thriving city not far distant, and 





We were to return by moon­
light, and thus were idling away the 
hours between day and dark in aimless­
ly floating about upon the water and 
taking in the effects of the sunset, for 
which the locality was justly famous 
It was the closing of another grand 
summer’s day, and as the sun sank 
lower and the scene became more 
beautiful in light and shade the com­
pany indulged in reminiscences of 
sunsets amid other scenes. I t  was a 
traveled company, and the stories 
thus evoked proved extremely inter­
esting.
“At last all had contributed to the 
general fund of interest, excepting one 
fair representative of the Golden Gate 
and myself. She nodded to me, sug­
gesting that I begin. I accepted, and 
began the story of that night among 
the ‘Highlands,’ telling it much as it 
has been told to-night.
‘‘I had scarcely finished speaking 
when a peal of laughter struck upon 
the night air and echoed away into the 
slumbering silence. I t was the girl 
from the far west who seemed thus 
pleased. She enjoyed her mirth for a 
time, and then rose in her place and 
blew a thrice-repeated call upon a 
small whistle.
“I could hardly believe the evidence 
of my own senses, for the call, echoing 
among the quiet shadows, was the 
same I had heard three weeks before 
in the Hudson ‘Highlands’—in fact, it 
was the salute of the Mary B----- .”
“Silence followed these words, silence 
quite unbroken, until Osfelt, whose 
mind seems set to perpetual interroga­
tions, cut in with his usual question :
“What,” he asked, looking narrowly 
at Wenton, “did you intend us to un­
derstand by your remark. I have a 
substantial reason for remembering 
this incident ?”
Wenton turned from another con­
templation of the fire, and with a face 
overflowing with good humor replied : 
“I would hav,e you all understand this 
—that the girl of the whistle is my 
wife.”—American Cultivator.
a c o m p la in ta n d  he darted out of 
one door of the drugshop as a pleasant 
appearing young man appeared at the 
other.
“How much chloroform does it take 
to kill a cat ?”
“No you don’t,” said the druggist, 
“where’s your prescription ?”
“Prescription ? Didn’t I tell you it 
was a cat ?”
“Shoot the cat—”
“I haven’t an)' gun. Besides—”
“No prescription, no chloroform ; 
and the druggist closed the discussion.
The owner of the cat went - to other 
irug stores in the immediate neighbor­
hood, but he seemed to be suspected, 
«ml they all bad the same objection, 
refusing to sell him any chloroform, 
and regarding him with distrust.
When he reached his flat the patrol- 
wagon stood at the door.
“Anybody sick here?” asked the 
officer in charge.
“Not in my part of the house,” was 
the ready answer.
“Who are you going to chloroform ?” 
inquired the officer.
•‘Oh, ha, ha 1 How did you know 
that I was going to chloroform any­
body ? Have you seen my chum ?” 
“Seen nothing. But you’ve been 
complained of, and you’ll have to come 
to headquarters to explain.”
“Much obliged, I ’m sure. If  you’ll 
come in I ’ll show yon the innocent 
victim. She’s one of the family, too.
He lead the way to a rear room in 
the building, where a barrel stood 
in a corner.
“There she is,” he said, giving the 
barrel a tilt. “She’s been ailing for a 
year,, and I concluded it would be a 
kindness to have her mercifully re­
moved. Poor kitty I Whew 1”
The officer stooped and looked into 
the barrel. There was nothing there. 
The cat had escaped. Like the neigh 
bor who had complained, she may 
have overheard the dialogue. But it 
cost a week of investigation on the 
part of the law and the settlement 
for a case of assault and battery with 
the over officious neighbor. And the 
cat never came back.—Detroit Free 
Press.
of the great powers are looking with 
great apprehension at the cost of 
throwing armies into the field com­
posed of millions of men. Emperor 
William will do well to increase his 
war fund locked in the Juliusturm of 
Spandau if 4,000,000 of men are mobil­
ized, as 120,000,000 marks will not last 
long at the present average expense 
of armies. The statemant which is 
sometimes made that the fortunes of 
war are decided behind the green 
baize doors of bankers’ private offices 
contains more truth than is at first 
apparent. War is now a luxury, and, 
like all luxuries, can only be enjoyed at 
great expense. The fact of the ex­
pense connected with modern war has 
made it unattainable to a bankrupt 
country, and undoubtedly intends to 
make even the great powers think 
twice before leaping. Anything which 
helps to discourage war and favors the 
settlement of difficulties by pacific 
means should be encouraged, so that 
increase in the production of war 
material may be regarded as a step in 
the right direction.—Scientific Ameri­
can.
He Knew His Business.
A SMART BOY KNOWS HOW TO BUN 
ENGINE AND BOTHER A PARSON.
AN
S uspected  a  T ragedy .
A CASE IN WHICH A MEDDLESOME NEIGH­
BOR CAUSES LOTS OF TROUBLE.
“I t’s the simplest thing in the world,” 
said the friend of the family; “just 
chloroform her.”
“But will chloroform kill her ?” 
“Certainly, and without suffering.” 
“Have you ever tried it ?”
“No. But I have heard of its being 
successfully done.”
“How much chloroform will it take ?” 
“I haven’t any idea.”
“Will she suffer long ?”
“Fudge ! You are too tender-heart­
ed. I ’d cut her head off if I was in 
your place, and make quick work of it, 
too.”
An excited individual who over­
heard this dialogue from the landing 
outside of the half-closed door, made a 
rush for the nearest drug store.
“Don’t, don’t sell anybody any chlo­
roform if it is called for unless yon 
want to be accessory to a murder 1 
I ’m going to the police station to make
T he Arm ies of Europe.
The military statistics of the 
European nations supply a suggestive 
object lesson in relation to our present 
civilization. The importance of the 
war footing of Europe cannot be over­
estimated. In case of a general war, 
tbe principal belligerent nations of 
Europe, excluding Turkey, could hurl
14.991.000 men iiito the contest. The 
standing army alone of the greater 
European nations consist of 3,574,000 
men. Russia leads the l i s t ; her 
“peace footing” or standing army con­
sists of 868,000 men. These soldiers 
are drawn from a population of 124,- 
000,000. The enormous strength of 
this army may be shown by compar­
ing it with the army of Rome during 
the palmy days of the empire. The 
permanent military force of Rome on 
sea and land was only 450,000. France 
comes next to Russia, the strength of 
the army being 600,000 men. This 
army is drawn from and charged upon 
a population of 38,500,000. The 
Chauvinistic spirit of the French peo­
ple has been somewhat modified by the 
increased permanent military force of 
Germany, which now numbers 596,000 
men, drawn from a population of 49,- 
000,000. Austria, with Hungary, comes 
next, the army numbering 326,000 men, 
the population of the monarchy being
41.000. 000. Fifth on the list comes 
Italy, whose armies number 247,000 
men, drawn from a population of 30,- 
000,000. England, notwithstanding 
her naval superiority, comes only 
sixth on the list, the population being
30.000. 000.and the standing army 247,- 
000. Spain has an army of 115,000 
men, drawn from a population of 17,-
500.000.
With the size of the country the 
size of the army gradually decreases 
until the pitiful handfuls of men are 
reached who form armies of Andorra, 
San Marino, and Monaco. Switzer­
land is an exception, as the constitu­
tion of this tight little republic forbids 
the maintenance of a standing army. 
When the “war footing” is considered, 
Germany leads with 4,000,000 men. 
Russia, which has the largest standing 
army, takes a second place as regards 
the war force, as she can only muster
2.530.000 men. Fiance, with 2,500,000 
men, is not far behind. If the size of 
the war footing of France and Ger­
many be compared with the population, 
it will be seen that France, taking 
population for population, is a little 
ahead of Germany in preparing her 
whole available material for war. Tbe 
war strength of Austra-Hungary is
1.753.000 men ; that of Italy, 1,650,- 
000 men, while Spain comes next, with
1.083.000 men and Great Britain fol­
lows with only 713,000. Switzerland, 
in case of necessity, can furnish 485,- 
000 trained men.
War is constantly becoming more 
expensive, and while the war cloud of 
Europe is settling down, the financiers
without oars or a stick with which to 1 
pull home. She knows just how to 
catch fish and then to cook it, and she 
knows enough not to growl and whine 
and complain until they are safely 
home.
In C entral Africa.
RUINS OF ANCIENT CITIES DISCOVERED 
THERE BY CARL MAUCH.
backward ?”
The writer paid a visit to the 
Mechanics’ Fair in Boston, and stood 
for a moment near an engine in the 
basement. The engineer in charge 
possessed a bright little son whom he 
had taught the method of stopping 
and starting the machine. The little 
boy, who did not seem to be over 10 
years of age, was standing by the 
engine when a gentleman came up to 
him and said :
“You seem to be a pretty small boy 
to run such a big engine.”
“I suppose I am pretty small,” re­
plied the boy, “but I can do it all 
right.”
“You think you understand your 
business ?” continued the visitor.
“Yes, sir, I do.”
“Can you start the engine?”
“I can.”
“Let’s see you start it.”
The boy opened the valve and the 
flywheel slowly started to revolve.
“You really can do it, can’t you ?” 
said the visitor.
“Yes, sir,” modestly answered the 
boy.
“Can you make it go 
asked the man.
“Backward or forward, 
make any difference to me 
the young engineer.
“Let me see you run it backward.” 
The boy stopped the engine and 
quickly reversed it, so it ran in an op­
posite direction.
“Well, I declare, my boy, you seem 
to understand your business perfectly.” 
The boy said nothing for a moment, 
but eyed the stranger suspiciously. 
Suddenly an idea appeared to strike 
him, and be said :
“May I ask what your business is?” 
“Why, certainly ; I am a minister of 
the gospel.”
“Where do you reside ?”
“Oh, right across the river here, in 
Cambridge.
“Do you understand your business ?” 
further questioned the youngster.
“I believe I do,” replied the minister, 
good naturedly.
“Can you repeat the Lord’s Prayer?” 
“Why, certainly.”
“Say it for me,” requested the boy. 
The clergyman did so.
“You really do know how, don’t 
you ,?” laughingly said the little engi­
neer.
“Why, of course I do ; I repeat it 
several times a day.”
“Well, now, say it backward ; you




kuow I ran the engine backward for 
you.”
The clergyman, after a moment’s 
hesitation, said he could not do it.
“You can’t do it ?” said the little 
fellow.
“ Well you see, I understand my 
business a great deal better than you do 
yours.”
The clergyman appeared to think so, 
and retired.— Cassell's Magazine.
T he Girl W ho is Popular.
The really popular girl always knows 
a lot. She knows enough not to 
gossip about people who have done 
her favors and who are in the way of 
doing her favors. She knows enough 
to dress appropriately at all times, and 
never to be overdressed. She knows 
enough not to wear diamonds, discuss 
religion or politics, boast about her 
ancient lineage, or tell long-winded 
tales. She knows enough to keep 
silence, and she knows how to talk 
well. She knows how to dance, swim, 
row, sail a boat, play the piano and 
banjo, sing negro melodies and college 
songs. She knows enough not to 
“give away” all the funny confidences 
the boys give her when in tbe blues 
or feeling particularly good, and she 
knows how to cook when they are 
stranded on au island, be calmed and
For many years rumors of cities in 
uins in Central Africa have been rife. 
The country of Monomotpa, in whose 
western portion lies Mashona, has been 
considered the Ophir of the Bible, and 
here was rumored to be the castle of the 
Queen of Sheba, whose fleets conveyed 
her treasures of gold down the Zam­
bezi to Arabia. A German explorer, 
Carl Mauch, devoted himself to the 
task of unraveling these rumors, and 
discovered certain ruins at Zatnbabye, 
latitude 20 degrees 12 minutes south, 
and longitude 31 degrees 48 minutes 
east of Greenwich. Writing from Pike’s 
Kraal, September 13, 1871, he stated :
It is accepted as certain that white 
men have formerly peopled this country, 
for there are constant traces met with 
of dwellings and of iron implements, 
which could not have been the work of 
the blacks. On a hasty visit to the 
widely spread parts of these ruins, 3^ 
miles from Pike’s Kraal, I was not able 
to light upon any inscriptions. I pick­
ed up no implements which would en­
able one to determine the age of the 
ruins.
“The ruins may be divided into two 
parts—the one upon a granite promin­
ence of 400 feet high, the other upon a 
more elevated terrace. The two are 
separated by a gentle valley 300 yards 
wide. The western side of the rock is 
covered from top to bottom with ruins. 
All the walls are built without mortar, 
of hewn granite, more or less about the 
size of our bricks. The walls vary in 
thickness ; at foot, about 10 feet thick ; 
at bottom, 7 to 8 feet. One wall is in 
perfect preservation to a height of 30 
feet. In many places beams of stone 
8 to 10 feet in length project from the 
wall, in which they must be inserted to 
a depth of several feet. At most they 
are 8 inches broad by 3 inches in thick­
ness, and consist of a compact 
stone with a metallic ring and of green­
ish black color. I found one stone 
beam ellipsoid in section, 8 feet in 
length, upon which ornaments are en­
graved. The ornaments consisted of 
lozenge-shaped figures, one within an­
other, separated by horizontal bands 
of diagonal lines.
Under a great mass of rock I found 
a broken vessel shaped like a wooden 
Kaffir basin of talcOse gneiss, extreme­
ly soft, 18 inches in diameter and 4 
inches deep, 1  ̂in thickness at the edge 
L an inch in the bottom. Best pre­
served of all is the outer wall of an 
erection of rounded form, situated in 
the plain and about 150 yards in diam­
eter. I t is 600 yards from the moun­
tain and seems to have been connected 
with it by earth-works. This oval has 
but one entrance, three feet in width 
and five feet high facing the mountain. 
Inside a tower 30 feet high is in perfect 
preservation and the narrow passages 
are disposed as a lalSyrinth. The tow­
er is cylindrical to a height of 10 feet, 
then upwards conical in form. At the 
foot its diameter is 15 feet, at the top 
8 feet, and shows no trace of having' 
had an entrance. The outer walls show 
an attempt at ornamenting the granite ; 
it represents a double row of zigzags 
between horizontal bands. This orna­
ment is 20 feet from the ground. 
Everywhere else is rubbish, fragments 
and dense bush.
“Some great trees, three feet in di­
ameter, lift their leafy canopy to near­
ly twice the height of these walls, and 
many twigs of vigorous growth have 
enclosed the blocks within their own 
substance.” From this we may infer 
the age of the ruins, namely, that the 
Portuguese, who had no fortified trad­
ing station here before the sixteenth 
century, must have found these build­
ings already in existence. Dr. Peter- 
manu, of Gotha, to whom Carl Mauch 
sent bis letter and maps and plans, 
came to the conclusion that the evi­
dence pointed to this land as being 
Ophir. It is essentially auriferous ; 
the Portuguese when they reached So- 
fala in the sixteenth century found 
rich gold mines, which had evidently 
been worked for ages, and besides the 
mines were buildings and ruins, which 
according to the traditions of the na­
tives, owed their origin to the Queen 
of-Sheba. Lopez states that the old 
inhabitants of Sofala boasted that 
the)' possessed old books which con­
firmed the expeditions of Solomen to 
Ophir. The ornamentation points to 
the fact that they are neither Arabian 
nor Portuguese in origin, but in all 
probability wrought by the Phoenic­
ians.— Ashton Reporter.
The buzz-saw is generally temperate, 
but once in a while it takes “two or 
three fingers.”
We believe that an Italian who should 
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P rendergrast, the wretch who a& 
sassinated Mayor Harrison, of Chicago 
last October, has been at last sentenced 
to hang. It was clearly shown three 
months ago that the murderer was 
guilty and that be was sane when he 
committed the crime, and the law 
should have had its full course in the 
matter ere this. Prendergrast should 
hang, and the quicker the better for 
society.
Mr. Grow’s - majority in Pennsyl 
vania, up to date : 190,317.
Mr. Grow’s official majority in Mont­
gomery county, 2312.
To Democrats who fight each other 
either on account of malice or for 
diversion, and to Democrats who are 
better at preaching political principles 
than in putting said principles into 
practice, the above majorities must 
seem to be amazingly out of proportion.
There is one thing, however, that the 
most stupid political observer must 
have noticed in his time, viz : The 
severer the castigation received the 
better a great many Democrats thrive.
T he tariff bill is still in the keeping 
of the Senate Committee. Since every 
section of the bill will have to be voted 
on eventually in the Senate, surely 
nothing can be gained by retaining it 
in committee any longer. The inter­
ests of the country demand a speedy 
settlement of the tariff question, and 
if this demand is not promptly recog­
nized and obeyed it will be because 
some Democratic Senators would 
rather legislate in favor of their own 
interests in preference to the interests 
of the country at large and because 
Republican Senators desire to make 
the Democratic party suffer at the ex­
pense of the country.
And such statesmanship as this is 
supposed by some to be quite becom­
ing to a great country !
T he Republicans of Pennsylvania 
will meet in State Convention at 
Harrisburg, Wednesday, May 23d, at 
11 o’clock a. m., for the nomination of 
candidates respectively for Governor 
Lieutenant-Governor, two Members 
of Congress from the State at Large, 
Auditor-General and Secretary of In­
ternal Affairs. Montgomery county 
will be entitled to seven delegates, a 
greater number than any other county 
in the States with the exception of 
Allegheny, Lancaster and Philadel­
phia. The number from the latter city 
is 63. The convention will consist of 
264 delegates. Thomas J. Stewart, 
the present popular Secretary of In­
ternal Affairs, is a prominent candi­
date for Lieutenant-Governor. Hast­
ings and Stewart would make an 
excellent Republican combination.
W e  sincerely regret to learn of the 
serious illness of Mr. Wilson, the 
Chairman of the Ways and Means 
Committee of Congress and the father 
of the Wilson bill, who is suffering 
from typhoid fever at Mexico, whither 
he has gone to regain the strength he 
lost in framing, in the main, one 
of the wisest tariff measures ever pro­
mulgated in the United States of 
America. We hope Mr. Wilson will 
recover and live to see the day when 
Republican lawmakers will accomplish 
practically what some of the Demo­
crats, under Mr. Wilson’s guidance 
are trying to do now, provided the 
Democrats fail in their efforts, which 
seems somewhat probable ; and live to 
see the day when the wild, wierd 
moans of shrieking high-tariff organs 
will be set to another song of redemp 
tion, for the glory of their party and 
the public weal. And to see all this 
Mr. Wilson will only have to live at 
the most a dozen years.
Brother Dambly, ye scribe of the 
Skippack Transcript, agrees, of course 
that a large majority of the voters of 
Pennsylvania, favor McKinleyism 
“with all their might,” and adds that 
the votes of the majority were “in 
telligent votes,” too. We don’t pro 
pose to dispute this statement for 
sufficient reasons, but it nevertheless 
gives rise to sundry reflections, the 
most prominent of which will serve to 
illustrate the point we desire to make. 
Mr. Cleveland was elected President 
emphatically upon the basis of tariff 
reform by an enormous majority both 
as to the electoral and popular vote. 
The unusual majority in Pennsylvania 
for Mr. Grow, it is claimed by news­
papers of the Republican persuasion 
similar in tone to the Transcript, was 
almost wholly due to a feeling of op 
position to tariff reform. Row, then 
f Brother Dambly’s observation is 
worth a dilapidated straw hat well 
worn in the summer of 1893, he must 
accept the Cleveland majority, as well 
as the Grow majority, as being made 
up of “intelligent votes.” If  Brother 
Dambly can do this there can be no 
issue raised, in relation to majorities 
with Brother Dambly. I t has always 
seemed to us an evidence of weakness 
not necessarily personal—of course— 
for representatives of one party or an­
other to lay special stress upon the 
intelligence” of the voters of their 
party.
I t is doubtless believed by many 
that the tremendous majority recently 
recorded in favor of Mr. Grow knocks 
into smithereens the record of majori­
ties in Pennsylvania, yet this is hardly 
so. Henry S. Mott, of Pike county, 
Democratic candidate for Canal Com­
missioner in 1854, received 274,574 
votes against George Dorey, Whig, 
who received 83,331. In a poll of 357,- 
405 Mott had a majority of 190,743. 
The total vote polled at the recent 
election was 755,000, or more than 
double the vote cast for Canal Com­
missioner in 185*, so that Mott not 
only received a majority equal to 
Grow’s, but received that majority out 
of much less than half the vote polled 
for Grow and Hancock.
However, Mr. Grow’s majority is 
ample, indeed, and up to date no dis­
position to contest the election has 
shown itself above the political horizon.
At the close of the World’s Fair it 
was seriously proposed to burn down 
the buildings as the simpler and most 
economical way of disposing of them. 
Though the proposition was scouted it 
seems practically to have forced its 
way into acceptance.
Gradually the buildings are falling 
under the flames. The Agricultural 
Building was wrecked Sunday. I t was 
one of the most beautiful in the whole 
group, and it will be especially regret­
ted that its elborate sculptural adorn­
ments have disappeared, though it 
would have been difficult in any case to 
preserve them. The gilded Diana had 
fortunately been removed from the 
dome. Following upon the fire which 
destroyed the peristyle, the Casino 
and the facade of the Liberal Arts, 
this must leave the great Court of 
Honor a mere ruin.
THE BACHELOR TAX.
From the Indianapolis Journal.
Several papers which are trying to 
help the authorities to raise an adequate 
revenue have suggested the taxing of 
bachelors. They estimate that of the 
6,000,000 men of marriageable age who 
are bachelors 4,000,000 can afford to 
pay a tax for the privilege they seem 
to esteem freedom from the responsi­
bilities of married life to be, and that 
a properly graduated tax imposed 
upon the 4,000,000 would yield $1,000,- 
000,000 of revenue. Whatever may 
be said of the proposition, it may be 
assumed that the 85,000 who, it is 
estimated, will pay income taxes, will 
resign in favor of the baohelors.
WASHINGTON LETTER.
From our Regular Correspondent.
W ashington, Feb’y 23, 1894. 
Representative Bland has not yet 
succeeded in getting a quorum of 
members favorable to his bill for the 
coinage of the seignorage on the floor 
of the House, but he is still certain of 
getting the »-measure passed. The 
absurdity and inconsistency of refus­
ing to vote in order to break a 
quorum has certainly been made con­
spicuous during this Congress, and no 
one party or one set of men has 
monopolized it. Those who abused 
others the loudest for doing it when 
the democrats were trying to get a 
quorum to get the tariff bill before the 
House themselves used the same 
tactics against Mr. Bland’s bill. In 
short, it is a method that is condemned 
by all, except when they desire to 
make use of it to prevent or stave off 
action upon some bill to which they 
are opposed, and which is used by all 
whenever they think it will serve their 
purpose.
Senator Morgan’s report of the 
Hawaiian investigation, which rather 
leans towards annexation and does 
not condemn Mr. Stevens, has been 
signed by the republicans on the 
Foreign committee. The other demo­
crats will present a minority report.
Attorney General Olney played a 
trump card in the game against silver 
when he, in reply to a formal request 
of the Secretary of the Treasury, de­
livered an official opinion that the 
silver certificates, millions of dollars 
worth of which are in circulation 
throughout the country, are not lawful 
money in the meaning of the acts of 
June 20,1874 and of July 12, 1882. 
It is putting the case very mildly to 
say that this opinion was a great sur­
prise to seven-tenths of the House and 
Senate, and that it aroused much 
indignation among the friends of silver, 
many of whom do not hesitate to 
charaterize it as another administra­
tion move for the further debasement 
of silver. While the opinion of the 
Attorney General is not legally bind­
ing upon anybody, it necessarily has 
much effect upon Treasury officials in 
a matter of this sort. I t  is stated at 
the Treasury that it was because of 
the refusal of some of the national 
banks to accept silver certificates in 
exchange for other paper money pre­
sented for redemption that Secretary 
Carlisle asked the Attorney General to 
pass on the question. I t  is probable 
that steps will at once be taken by the 
friends of silver to make a test case 
for the courts. There is no doubt 
about the intention of Congress hav­
ing been to make the silver certificates 
lawful money, and it will require a 
decision of the Supreme Court to con­
vince the silver men that it did not 
succeed. The Senate on motion of 
Senator Allen has asked for the offici­
al documents.
Upon no one schedule of the tariff 
bill is more pressure being brought to 
bear upon the Senators who are 
members of the Finance committee 
than that which deals with sugar, 
Many Senators have been greatly sur­
prised at the magnitude of this in­
dustry. The appointment of Senator 
White, of Louisiana, to the Supreme 
Court has not weakened the sugar 
men, as he will not leave the Senate 
until bis successor, who is certain to 
be a sugar man, arrives to take his 
place. The Louisiana Senators, who 
have declared • in the most positive 
terras that they will not vote for the 
bill unless sugar is protected, they are
receiving strong support from as far 
away from their homes as Kansas, 
Nebraska and Utah, where the beet 
sugar industry is large and growing, 
and, they are still confident that their 
wishes will be respected, if not by the 
committee, then by a vote of the Sen­
ate.
The Senate has directed the commit­
tee on Printing to investigate the 
charges of crookedness in the award­
ing of the contract for the publication 
of the Patent Office Gazette, which 
have been widely published. The 
members of this committee are Gorman, 
of Maryland ; Ransom, of N. C., and 
Manderson of Nebraska. The investi­
gation will be commenced at once. 
Politics, business, jealousy and 
“boodle” are mixed up in it, and some 
of the testimony may be sensational, 
if the right witness are summoned.
Only one thing is absolutely certain 
about the tariff, and that is, that the 
democratic Senators have not been 
able to “get together.” Everything 
else is conjecture. You will be told 
by the know-it-alls that it was the 
interference of President Cleveland 
that prevented the bill being reported 
to the Finance committee this week, 
and that he interferred because certain 
articles had been taken from the free 
list and made dutiable, he being di- 
termined that the free list as it was 
when the bill passed the House shall 
not be curtailed, if he can prevent it. 
To show the absurdity of that con­
jecture it is only necessary to mention 
the fact that a majority of thè demo­
cratic Senators who are demanding a 
curtailment of the free list are Mr. 
Cleveland’s warm friends and ardent 
supporters and are more likely to know 
his wishes and to be acting in accord­
ance therewith than otherwise.
TWO REMINDERS.
From the Northwest Magazine.
“You remind me of my sister,” said 
a man at a restaurant where they have 
waiteresses, to one of the prettiest 
with whom he sought to flirt.
“Yes,” said she. “Now isn’t it 
funny ? You remind me so much of my 
brother.”
“Indeed,” said the grateful young 
man. “In what way ?”
“ Why, he could never mind his own 
business.”
And then the gossip ended.
THE ECONOMIC RAIN-MAKERS’.
From the Philadelphia Times.
The mental attitude of the average 
tariff shrieker is about as enlightened 
as that of the Western rain-makers, 
who think they can produce a fruitful 
season by the explosion of dynamite 
from balloons. The rain-makers’ 
scheme is based on the assumption 
that every locality has a separate 
climate of its own subject to immediate 
regulation upon the spot. Quite simi­
lar is the idea that the financial, com- 
merical and industrial conditions of 
of one country are independent of 
those of the rest of the world and are 
directly dependent upon acts of Con­
gress.
A vast amount of fruitless disputa­
tion might be spared if people could 
only get it into their heads that the 
present business depression extends 
over the whole civilized world, and is 
actually felt more severely in many 
countries than it has been in our own 
It is probably the most extensive and 
the most searching period of liquida 
tion that has ever been known, because 
the mutual dependence of nations 
grows continual^ more intimate, and 
a collapse in such a far-way country as 
Australia, for example, now affects us 
as it never could have affected us a 
generation ago.
What has made it particularly 
severe is the efforts of the local rain­
makers’ to oppose the operation of 
natural laws by artificial means, such 
as protective tariffs, cheap money and 
similar devices whose only effect has 
been to aggravate the false conditions, 
block the currents of trade and retard 
recovery. Of all the countries of the 
world our own has unquestionably the 
largest recuperative power, and we are 
in a very good position now to begin 
to build up, just as soon as we can get 
some more of these obstructions cleared 
away, so that we can take advantage 
of the whole world’s opportunities.
IMMERSED IN FREEZING WATER
Springfied, Ohio, February 29__
One hundred and six colored converts 
were immersed into the freezing waters 
of Dagonda creek yesterday by Rev. 
Mr. Taylor, of the Second Baptist 
church. A passageway to the middle 
of the stream was cut through the ice 
lining the bank. Many of the con­
verts, after baptism, went through the 
crowd of 3,000 spectators shouting and 
singing, their clothing being frozen 
stiff.
VALUABLE CHICKENS.
From the Northwest Magazine.
J. A. McConville, who lives near 
Butte City, killed one of his chickens 
for dinner, and on cleaning it found a 
quantity of gold nuggets in the crop 
and gizzard. Having about thirty 
more chickens on hand, he began kill­
ing and examining them. In each of 
them he found a prorata of nuggets, 
the total amount gathered from the 
thirty-one being $387.55, an average of 
$12.50 a head. The gold was sold to 
the United States National Bank and 
pronounced 18 karats fine. Mr. McCon- 
vitle bought fifty more chickens and 
turned them out in the gold field in 
vicinity of his hen coop. Later,as an 
experiment, one of them was killed, 
and $2.80 was taken from its inside 
works, the result of a four days’ run. 
Mr. McConville expects to be a 
millionaire if the chickens hold out.
Fi k e  ¡—f i r e  s—n o t i c e .The members of the Mutual Fire Insur ance Company of Montgomery county are here- 
by notified that a contribution was levied on 
Dec. 8,1893, of One Dollar on each One Thou 
sand Dollars of Ordinary Risks and the Rates 
fixed on Hazardous Risks, for which each mem­
ber of said Company *s insured, and that M 
McGlathery, Treasurer of said Company, will 
attend at his office, No. 506 Swede street, in the 
Borough of Norristown, to receive said assess­
ments from date.
Extract of Charter, Section 6.-—“Any member 
failing to pay his or her Assessment or Tax 
within 40 days after the above publication shall 
forfeit and pay for such neglect double such 
rates.”
53T* The 40 days’ time for payment of said 
tax will date from January 8th, 1894.
Persons sending money by mail must accom­
pany the same with postage in order to receive a 





Can Make Ten Per Cent.
Buyers at the Collegeville Furniture Ware- 
rooms between January 1st and February 1st 
1894, will receive a reduction of ten per cent, 
from our regular prices on all cash sales. All 
goods are now marked low to suit the times, and 
the reduction will then be on the figures now 
prevailing.
This certainly is the time to buy Furniture 
Carpets, &c. Read on and see what follows :
#8 to  $3 0 .—Fancy Antique Sideboards, at
n addition tenfrom $8.00 to $80.00, and : 
off.
A FATAL FIRE.
V ineland, N. J„ February 26.—Two 
lives were lost and a score placed in 
imminent peril by a fire which con­
sumed a portion of the State Home 
for Feeble Minded children at this 
place yesterday. The victims were J. 
H. Sage, the engineer of the institu­
tion, and his wife, who acted as laun­
dress. Sixteen helpless and well nigh 
idiotic children slept on the lower 
floors, and for a time it seemed as if 
nothing short of a miracle could 
possibly save them. Just at the oritical 
moment help came, and a dozen brave 
men, headed by Agustus Speer,a stage 
driver, broke down the doors and rush­
ed into the burning building, rescuing 
the children at the imminent risk of 
their own lives, and carrying them to 
place of safety through the bitter 
cold winds the women who had slept 
in the upper floors. It was thought 
that all had been saved when the white 
and terror stricken faces of Sage and 
his wife appealed at a window in the 
third floor, and their voices were heard 
crying piteously for help. Answering 
shouts from below bade them remain 
where they were until a ladder could 
be procured, but they were too much 
frightened to obey. Just as ' help was 
about to come, and at a time when it 
seemed as if they would surely be 
saved, both disappeared from the 
window and were seen no more. In 
the afternoon the bodies of the unfor­
tunates were found at the foot of the 
stairway burned to a crisp, indicating 
that they had- tried that means of 
escape, only to rush to certain death.
A GREAT MAGAZINE.
Who are the most famous writers 
and artists of both continents ? The 
Cosmopolitan Magazine is endeavoring 
to answer this inquiry by printing a 
list from month to month—in its con­
tents pages. This magazine claims 
that notwithstanding its extraordinary 
reduction in price, it is bringing the 
most famous writers and artists of 
Europe and America to interest its 
readers, and in proof of this claim 
submits the following list of con­
tributors for the five months ending 
February : Valdes, Howells, Paul 
Heyse, Erancisque Sarcey, Robert 
Grant, John J. Ingalls, Lj’man Abbott, 
Frederick Masson, Agnes Repplier, J. 
G. Whitter, (posthumous,) Walter 
Besant, Mark Twain, St. George 
Mivart, Paul Bourget, Louise Chandler 
Moulton, Flammarion, Tissandier, F. 
Dempster Sherman, Adam Badeau, 
Capt. King, Arthur Sherburne, Hardy, 
Oeorge Ebers, De Maupassant, Sir 
Edwin Arnold, Spielhagen, Andrew 
Lang, Bertheiot, H. H. Boyesen, Hop- 
kinson Smith, Lyman J. Gage, Daniel 
C. Gilman, and many other writers 
of equal prominence.
$ 3 5 .0 0  •—Guaranteed genuine Wilton Rug 
Parlor Suits as low as $35.00, and ten off. 
Also, a full line of Hair-cloth, Plush and 
Brocatello Suits.
L ow  P r ic e s  for Reed and 




C a r p e ts .—Brussels, Ingrain and Rag Carpets. 
Beautiful patterns.
R u gs.—Moquette, Axminster and Smyrna 
Rugs, all sizes. Bed Springs, Mattresses, 
Feathers and Bedding.
B a rg a in s  in Toilet Sets, Fancy Lamps, Jar 
dinieres and Bricabrac.
Above are but a few of the many bargains we 
have to offer. Come early, and take advantage 
of these prices. The offer only lasts a month. 
We want to make room for Spring Stock. It is 




Here We Are Agaia
-WITH A-
Don’t Tobacco Spit or Smoke Your Life Away.
Is the truthful, startling title of a little book 
that- tells all about No-to-bac, the wonderful, 
harmless Guaranteed tobacco habit cure. The 
cost is trifling and the man who wants to quit 
and can’t runs no physical or financial risk in 
using “No-to-bac.” Sold by all druggists. 
Book at Drug Store or by mall free. Address 
The Sterling Remedy Co., Indiana Mineral 
Springs, Ind.
In Suitings and Overcoat­
ings, Cashmeres, Dress 
Goods, Ginghams, 
Calicoes, Etc.
WOOLEN AND CANTON FLANNELS 
ALL GRADES.
IN
Fo r  s a l e .Pure bred Mammoth Bronze Turkey Gob 
lers, hatched last June, now weighing25 lbs., at 
20c. per lb. White Pekin Ducks, weighing 8 
lbs., at 20c. per lb. You will find above stock 
of great advantage -for breeding purposes.
JOS.C. ROBISON, Collegeville, Pa.
F o r  s a l e  o r  b e s t .A very desirable frame cottage on School 
Street, Collegeville. Apply to
A. D. FETTEROLF.
Fo r  s a l e  iThree general purpose horses ; will be sold at low figures. Apply to
M. O. ROBERTS, Collegeville, Pa.
Fo r  s a l e  tA market wagon (three springs), as good as new. Apply to
J. A. JOHNSON, Lower Providence, P. O.
Fo r  r e n t .The cottage next above the drug store. 
Possession on the.first of April.
J. W. SUNDERLAND.
Fo r  r e n t  !A desirable private residence in College­
ville. For terms apply to
J. H. HAMER, M. D.,
113 S. 16th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
(OR R EN T !
A farm of 90 acres In Lower Providence 
township. App y to MARY ANN DAVIS, 
lljanot. Lower Providence, Pa.
lO R  RENT I
A part of a d _____  W i_ .
rooms) in Trappe, opposite Lutheran parsonage 
with or without five acres of ground. Applv to 
DANIEL SHULER, Trappe, Pa.
A REMARKABLE COINCIDENCE.
Baltimore, February 24.—A singu­
lar coincidence was connected with the 
death of Edgar 0, Davis from apoplexy 
yesterday. He had been visiting a 
friend when he was stricken and died 
soon after reaching home. At almost 
the. same hour and on the same day of 
the week exactly two years ago Marion 
L. Davis, a brother of the deceased, 
was stricken in the same manner, and 
died before reaching his home. Edgar 
Davis never fully recovered from the 
shock of seeing his brother brought 
home dead, and appeared to have a 




“Jimmie, where did you get this 5 
cents ?”
“I t’s the money you gave me for the 
heathen, mamma.”
“Then why did you keep it ?”
“My teacher said I was a heathen.”
------------------— — ---------------
UNDERGROUND CONDUITS.
The underground electrical conduits 
in New York City have now a length 
of 1,667 miles. In these conduits 
there are about 32,600 miles of tele­
phone and telegraph wires and 1,300 
miles of wires for lighting purposes, 
with which about 6,790 arc lights and 
268,000 incandescent lamps are con- 
peqtecj,
also,Fo r  s a l e  o r  r e n t .A brick house, 6 rooms and entry 
frame French roof house, 7 rooms 
situated In upper part of Trappe.
Apply to
J. K. BEAVER, Trappe, Pa
Fo r  s a l e .A substantial brick dwelling house in Col­legeville, 8 rooms and attic ; recently " 
built and attractively located ; large|FT«T 
garden, ample variety of fruit trees, <»n 
artesian well of excellent water. ThisJ* - 
Is a most desirable home in 
further particulars apply to
A. H. TYSON, residing next door,
Col'egeville, Pa
every respect. For
Bed Blantets from 75 Cents a Pair, Up.
Lap Robes and Horse Blankets.
A FULL UWE OF
Robbers, Boots and Shoes
AT THE RIGHT PRICES.
Freed’s Hand-m^de Boots & Shoes 
and a Full Line of Ladies’ 
and Children’s Shoes.
A Large Stock of Choice Groceries!
Headlight Oil at 9 cents per Gallon In Five- 
gallon Lots. Syrups from 25 cents per Gallon, 
up. Large New Raisins at 5 cents per paund. 
4 pounds Head Rice, 25 cents. Apricots and 
Prunes, Currants, Citron, Seedless Raisins, &c.,
Ufogf"  All at Bottom Prices. Gall and be
Convinced.
N O W  IS THE TIM E
-TO SEE ABOUT—
Y O U R  B Y E S
BY CALLING UPON J. D. BALLADE, OPTICIAN, who 
has just secured a very fine instrument (an Optometer). 
By the use of this instrument he can correct all I mperfect 
Eyes or Ocular Defects, and thus preserve and strengthen 
the sight. Don’t neglect the opportunity of m iking your­
self secure in this important respect by giving your eyes 
relief while they may be benefitted and not when it is too 
late.
J. D. SALLARE, 16 E. MAIN STREET,
OPPOSITE PUBLIC SQUARE.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
C O L L E G E V IL L E  D R U G  S T O R E .
COMPOUND SYRUP WILD CHERRY AND SENEGA,
Cures Coughs, Colds, Croup, &c.
TOILET LOTION, Cures Chapped Hands, Face, Relieves all Irritations of the Skin.
PURE BLACK PEPPER, - - PRIME SWEET MARJORAM,
CORN CURE, 10c. PER BOTTLE.
VIOLIN - A.3STD - GUITAB - STIRIYSTO-S.
PURE SPICES A SPEC IALTY.
JOSEPH "W. CTJLBERT.
iH O I T E S T  2 Æ 0 3 S T E Y  I:
Congress having declared in favor of Honest Money, I will take occasion 
to remind my customers that, as usual, I am dealing in
•^HONEST GOODS.K*
Which I will be glad to exchange for Honest Money upon a fair and just basis 
of values. To be convinced of this fact, come and see my stock of 
Store Goods and compare price with quality.
Please do not forget that I make Suits to fit you and make pantaloons a 
specialty in my business. Immense stock of Boots and Shoes to fit the foot 
and to fit the purse. Yours truly,
JOS. G. GOTW ALS, Providence Square, Pa.
YOUR BARGAINS.
M u s l in  TTnrlprw£»»r 22 cents and 26 cents are such little prices th a t you would hardly think Un- 
1 a w e a l  derwear could be good quality a t the price. But come look a t two lots of 
Chemise a t these figures, both lots with embroidered yokes, and you will see what great value we are 











1 0  T in n lrc  Although their first selling prices were from 26 to 50 cents. Large type,
v/ u u u n .0 naner back hooks of many diffarAivt titles. Only 126* of them—the re-
I t  means good literature and plain
paper back hooks of any di ferent titles. nly 126 * of the t ' re­
mainder of a  big lot which were sold cheap to start with. Y "------  ----------
type for one dime—10 cents.”
T V lirpnn  SiPivrf«! With colored stripes and fringes. This is the way prices are c u t : Sizes 
30 by iQ inches, were 20 cents, now 13 cents. Sizes 48 by 16 inches, were 37 
cents, now 21 cents. Sizes 64 by 16 inches, were 48 cents, now 33 cents.
TTirl f r l n v p ^ .— GQ f V n t c  10-button length Mousquetaire gloves so slightly soiled that ^  ^  aw v r o  c d i i i o  you will wonder why the price has come down from $1.26 to
so low as 69 cents. Your choice of tne lot a t 69 cents. There are only 75 pairs. When first 
shown all sizes are unbroken. Colors are browns, tans and steels.
1 0 0  T n if in l  TTimrllrATY»Vnf>fc All linen handkerchiefs, hemstitched, and because 
J.U1L1CU slightly soiled the price is only TEN cents each. Once
washed and they are worth double.
P!nr<2p f  c Drop from $1.00 to 60 cents because they are a little  soiled. The sizes are 18,19, 20, 
^  23, 24, 26, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30. Isn’t  your size included ? I f  it is it is great value for you.
T T n d p rW P flr  for Gentlemen reduced one-third, hut not by shrinking anything but the 
vv '~€XX price : 50 cents reduced to 33 cents. Good grey wear which being washed no 
longer shov^ their slight soiled condition.
0 0  l ^ p r  f l p n t  O f f  All this season’s fashionable styles and now with more win-A VCU1, vy ii vyuabo ter weather ahead the value of this reduction is manifest. 
The stock is complete enough to make it worth while for every lady in need of a proper outer- 
garment to look them over. Style, quality and price are all right. Come see about your size. 
iR lQ  S p w in o *  M a r T i i r m  Our new sewing machine, The Rapid, will prove a great «jpit7. n u  O tJW lU g lYLclCiime favorite with all new owners as it is with all who have 
once used it. The $19.60 price Is a 3-drawer machine and all attachments. Pardon the remark, 
but the lady who gets one will have an attachment for it.
S Jp rcp  TYtagc i i-n r ir lc  O nly 6̂  cents a yard. How beautiful are the different styles is k j c ig c  ■L,iCSO u u u u a  shown in both a Main and a  DeKalbSt. window. I t  is worth your 
while to take a  look. They and their price do all the talking necessary.
It Costs You Nothing : W e Give It Away : whlLh?« bu/i^wor'th
of goods. Your buying may be of regular goods or of the Bargains or on Souvenir or Remnant 
days, and you always get great value foryeur money. Then when you have the total of $35.00 
in the 5 months WE GIVE TO YOU SH EPPS’ WORLD FAIR PHOTOGRAPHED, a book 
handsomely bound, and containing over 260 beautiful pictures. I t  is the official book as au­
thorized. Ask to have the plan explained and look a t the book.
I .  H .  B R E N D L I N G E R ,
L E A D H S T G -
NORRISTOWN, PA.,
DEALER i i s r
213 and 215 DeKalb St. Dry Goods, Books, Carpets,Trimmings and Coats.
SPRING : BARGAINS
—AT—
F o r  r e n t  iStone house and grounds in Trappe ; 8 rooms with cellar ; all necessary outbuildings, 
together with farm of 60 acres, large i 
barn, if desired. Also, cottage, nine|a i ll  
rooms, stable, carriage house, garden, ••••
&c. Also, stone bouse, above Trappe,
8 rooms aud hall ; stable, garden, &c. Will be 
rented reasonable. Apply to
W. H CASSADAY, JR.,
Or FRANCIS ZOLLER8,
Trappe, Pa.
newlyFo r  r e n t .Near Collegeville, a 7-room cottage, papered and painted and otherwise in 
perfect order ; good water ; fruit and]. . . ,  
shade trees around the house ; also M il 
large vegetable garden, chicken house,wi 
stabling for horse and one cow. A cosy place 
for a family from the city. Rent, 7 per month. 
Inquire at THIS OFFICE, or of
F. J . CLAMER,
2920 North 16th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
1710 R  RENT.. A small farm of about 16 acres, formerly 
known as the Dietrich Farm ; good 
house, cave, ban), carriage bouse, andfi 
afl necessary outbuildings. Large or- h is  
ahard of choice fruit ; running waterwi 
in every field- Will rent at a low figure to re­
sponsible party. Location : On the road run­
ning east from Hamer’s pond to Perkiomen, 
near Collegeville. Inquire at THIS OFFICE, 
or of F. J. CLAMER,
992Q North 16th St,, Philadelphia, Pa.




P O T T S T O W N ,  P A .
Our assortment of Ladles’ and Misses’ Coats 
and Capes for the Autumn and Winter of 1893 
’94 Is larger than ever before, while the variety 
and beauty of styles are admired by all who ex­
amine them. NEW CAPE8 for Ladies, from 
the light-weights for Autumn up to the most 
elegant Cloth and Seal Plush, at from $2.50 to 
$18.75.
LADIES’ COATS from $3.00 up to those of 
handsome materials, with rich Fur Trimmings 
and stylish Umbrella or Columbian back aud 
collars. In all sizes, in light shades, blue and 
black.
MI8SE8’ AND CHILDREN’S COATS at $1.25 
up to the prettiest ever shown in Pottstown.
OUR OWN MAKES of fine, strictly flrst-claes 
COATS and CAPES are drawing customers from 
all sections of the United States, and especially 
Philadelphia and other large cities.
NEW FURS, In CAPES, COLLARS, SCARFS 
and the NEW STYLE MUFFS, flat, with head 
and pocket, and every fashionable and reliable 
sort of furs at most reasonable prices. All kinds 
of Fnr Garments made to order in our work 
rooms. Fur Trimmings, Fur Heads, Fur 
Edgings for trimming dresses in all the leading 
furs, and any width and kind made to order.
NEW DRESS GOODS, from low-priced up to 
very handsome goods at $2 00. We bought di­
rect of an honest old Scotch manufacturer the 
best 50 cent DRESS GOODS that can possibly be 
produced, all ready shrunk, in Hop sack, IHag- 
onal, Crêpons, Storm Serges, Granite, etc. Don’t 
miss seeing our Cloaks, Dress Goods and Furs.
—IN—





The Pioneer Catalogue of Vege­
tables and Flowers. 
Contains 112 pages 8x10%  
inches, w ith descriptions 
that describe, not m islead; 
illu stra tion s that instruct, 
not exaggerate.
Its cover is charming in 
harmonious blending of’ 0 a- 
ter color prints in green and 
white, with a gold back­
ground,— a dream of beauty.
. pages of Novelties printed in 
different colors. All the lead­
ing novelties and the best of the 
ola varieties. These hard times 
you cannot afford to run any 
risk. Buy H o n es t Goo tin 
where you v.ill receive I nil 
M e asu re . It is not necessary 
to advertise that Vicks’ seeds 
grow, this is known the world 
over, and also that the harvest 
pays. A very little spent for 
proper seed will save grocer’̂  
and doctor’s bills. Many 
concede Vick’s Floral Guide 
 ̂ the handsomest catalogue 
for 1894. If  you love a ¡Br.t 
garden send address now, with 10 cents, which may 1 e 
deducted from first order. $360 Cash Prizes for Potatoes.
JAM ES  VICK’S SONS.
DRY GOODS
1000 Yards Appleton A Musliu, 1 yard wide, 7c. 
yard. 1 Case Simpson’s Calicoes, iu Rem­
nants, 4c. yard. Best Quality Ginghams,
4 Y ards for 25c.
Fast Tortey Rea Table Liu 1, 29c.
All-Wool White Flannel, only 30c. yard. 
Beautiful Patterns, White Apron Plaids, 10 and 
1234c. yard.
Shirting Calicoes, all styles, 5c. yard.
Feather Bed Tickiag, 15c. yard.
Outing Flannels, 8 and 10c. yard.
Nearly All-Wool Cassimeres, 40c. yard.
Ready-Made Pants, $1 to $3.
Markley’s Grand Depot
ROYERSFORD, PA.,
Furniture and Carpets 1
Shoe Department is Complete
Ladies’ Shoes, Light and Heavy, from $1 up. 
CBtldren’s School Shoes, 50c. up. Men’s Fine 
Calfskin Shoes, $2.25, reduced from $3.00. Men’s 
Workiug Shoes, very good, $1.25. FULL LINE 
OF RUBBERS and GUM BOO fS.
12 per cant discount on all Furniture 6old previ­
ous to Feb. 15. This discount is taken from 
the hitherto low prices that have pre­
vailed for the past six months.
Bed Blankets ani Voel Underwear
AT GRE TLY REDUCED PRICES.
Do Yon M  a GootSeiii Machine?
We are selling the “ DEMOREST,” , one of the 
best makes, prices $19.50 to $25.00—usually 
sold at $50 00 to $65 00. Come and see it.
Butterick Paper Patterns Í
We keep a full line of them on hand, and will 
be glad to supply your wauts.
GROCERY DEPARTMENT :
We furnish this department with cleanf
Demorest Sewing Machine, in Antique Oak, 
with all attachments and guaranteed lor 5 years, 
19.50.
Brilliant, rqlip. | 
Orientale. ]
Over 1990 Pianta 
For 30 Cts. 
See Vick’s Flo­
ral Guide. I
Boekeatrr, I ,  Y,
C H O IC E G R O C ER IE S !
The finest Rock Candy Syrup, 50c: gal. Try 
a sample of our 35c. gal. Table Syrup. A good 
Baking Syrup, 25c. gal. Choice Rio Coffee, 25c. 
lb. Old Government Java Cofiee, 35e. lb. 4 
Cans Corn, 25c. 3 Cans Corn, 25c. Early June 
Peas, 10c. can. California Prunes, 10c. lb. 
Evaporated Peaches, 2 lbs. for 25c 2 large Fat
Mackerel for 25c. Heavy Poultry Wire, all 
Widths ; special prices by the roll. 1 lb. Chew­
ing Tobacco,25c.




WILLIAM HALLOWELL, Hatboro. 
ANDREW ERVIN, Huntingdon Valley.
I. R. ROSENBERGER & BRO., Colmar.
F. D. HARTZEL’S SONS, Chalfont.
H  G. KULP A CO., Pottstown.
H. R. 8TUBBLEBINE, Pottstown.
S. W. ZEIGLER. Morwood.
SETH LUKENS, North Wales 
JOHN J. WHITE. Lansdale.
ISAAC B. CORNMAN, Gladwyne.
ISRAEL H. SUPPLES A  CO., Bryn Mawr. 
DILLIN A  SON. Ardmore.
GEQRQE WOLF, Morristown,
fresh gaods each week.
We welcome you, and our aim 
you. Help us to build up a good
is to please 
home trade.
THOSE ABOUT TO START HOUSEKEEP­
ING, who want good quality and low prices iu 
House ¡urnish mg Goods, will do well to see our 
immense stock.
¡gf?”  Crayons still given for every 
$10 worth of goods purchased.
Goods delivered free of charge.
E. L. M A RK LEY
211,213 & 215 Ia in  St.
r o o f i i s t g -
G um  E la s tic  R oofin g  F e lt  costs only 
$2.00 per 100 square feet. Makes a good roof 
for years, and any one can put it on.
G u m -E la stic  P a in t  costs only 60 cento 
per gal in bbl. lots, or $4.50 for 5-gal. tubs. 
Color dark red. Will stop leaks in tin or iron, 
roofs that will last for years. Try it.
Send stamp for samples and full particulars-
Gum-Elastic Roofing Co.,
39  &  41  W est B road w ay , N ew  Y o r k . 
LOCAL AGENTS WANTED.
F o r  s a l e  :Chestnut, posts, in lots to suit purchasers ; also cordwood, by the cord. Apply to
JOHN SHIRLEY, near Areola*
SUNDAY P A P E R S .The different Philadelphia papers delivered 
to those wishing to purchase In Collegeville and 
Trappe, everv Sunday morning.




T h u rsd ay , M arch 1, 1894.
Home Flashes a i  Snarls From Abroad.
— And




—Because the ground-hog saw his 
shadow
—On the morning of February 2 ?
—If so, then shoot the ground-hogs, 
every one of them.
—If we can’t have ground-hogs 
without shadows and blizzards in Feb­
ruary and March
—We can all get along better with­
out the ground-hogs.
—So say we all of us !
—The gentle zephyrs of springtime, 
the attractive warblings of merry song­
sters
—Are to be anxiously anticipated,
—But, perhaps, afar off !
—When a man has the grippe and 
the grippe has a man, the man might 
as well roll himself up into a knot, 
say his prayers, (if he is a praying 
man) and patiently wait until the 
clouds roll by.
—Local editor Eilwood Roberts, of 
the Norristown, Herald, finds time 
occasionally to write poetry, and 
pretty good poetry, too.
—Messrs. Stubblebine and Gilds, of 
Ursinus, will give a phonographic 
entertainment in Bean’s Hall Schwenks- 
ville, on Saturday evening, March 3.
—H. V. Keyser, of Trappe, is agent 
for a superior quality of steel roofing. 
See his advertisement.
—If a woman wants a welcome when 
she gets home she should leave her 
husband with the baby when she goes. 
—Atchison Globe.
—It has been decided by the authori­
ties of the Perkiomen Railroad to 
change the name Hillegass station to 
Red Hill, to take effect to-day.
—The Literary Society of the Level 
school, Lower Providence, encourages 
the flow of logic and oratory to such 
an extent that the otherwise genius of 
the Level will soon be an orator too.
—Read the new advertisement of 
Merchant W. P, Fenton and of 
the carriage manufacturer Raymond 
Grater.
—James Hess, aged 71 years, was 
found dead in a kneeling posture by 
the roadside near the village of Fried- 
ensburg, Berks county, Monday, frozen 
to death.
—It is reported that W. H. Force, 
has sold the hotel at Grater’s Ford to 
James A. Carver, of Hatfield.
—J. W. Markley, of Ironbridge, has 
issued an instrumental piece of 
music entitled “New Year’s Galop.” 
It is a creditable production and sells 
at 20 cents per copy.
—Dr. J. E. Wright, of Pbcenixville, 
who had both legs broken in the Rose 
Glen wreck, has recovered $4,000-dam­
ages from the Philadelphia and Read­
ing railroad.
—Neighbor J. L. Bechtel, the fur­
niture dealer, has the contract to sup­
ply Shepard’s Perkiomen Bridge hotel 
with 15 fine antique oak bed-room 
suites.
—The firemen of Royersford con­
template building an opera house 52 
by 58 feet, with three stone fronts, 
having room for 1000 people and quar­
ters for the engine, etc., of the fire 
company. It will cost about $15,000.
—“De trouble wid too many ob you 
niggers,” says Uncle Mose,“is dat you 
wants to lib niggers an’ die Christians.” 
—Indianapolis Journal.
—There is some philosophy about 
“Uncle Mose.”
—David H. Rudy, storekeeper, and 
gauger for the Kinsey distillery, at 
Linfield, moved from Perkiomenville 
to Linfield last Thursday.
—Recently, while the employes of 
Plush’s mill at Areola were at dinner 
some one visited the office and re­
moved about $20 from the cash 
drawer.
—Say, pa, asked Freddy, why is it 
that when you or Uncle George tell a 
story you always get laughed at and 
when I tell one I get a lickin’ ?—Boston 
Courier.
—The steel mill of the Bethlehem Iron 
Company resumed double turn last 
Monday, giving employment to eleven 
¡hundred men.
D eaths.
The uncompromising hand of death 
never hesitates in its relentless warfare 
upon existences to philosophize in re­
lation to the agonies of human grief 
and woe. Never 1
David, only son of Daniel C. Getty, 
of Norriton township, died of consump­
tion Thursday morning, at his home, 
that township, aged 27 years. He was 
a graduate of the Norristown High 
School and of Pierce’s Business college.
Henry Favinger, formerly of near 
this place, died at his residence in 
Mont Clare, Sunday, aged 50 years. 
The funeral will be held to-day (Thurs­
day ) to meet at the house at one o’clock. 
Interment at the Mennonite cemetery, 
Yerkes.
Nicholas Yanderslice, died at his 
residence near Black Rock this town­
ship, Wednesday of last week, aged 62 
years. Pneumonia was the cause of 
death. Deceased served as a soldier 
in the late war, until he was wounded 
in the shoulder. The wound left him 
a cripple and he drew a pension. A 
wife and four children, two sons and 
two daughters survive. Funeral was 
held Tuesday. Interment at East Yin- 
ceu t.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
T h e  B e s t  S a l v e  an  t h e  W o r l d  f o r  C u ts ,  
nruises, Soi>s, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever Sores, 
n o r’ ^ P P e d  Hands, Chilblains. Corns, and 
all Skin Eruption», and positively cures Piles, 
or no pay required. It is guaranteed to give 
Perfect satisfaction or money refunded, trice 
cents per box. For sale by J. W. Cuibert, 
wuggist, Collegeville, P*.
CRIMINAL COURT.
The March term of Criminal Court 
will commence at Norristown next 
Monday morning. The list of cases to 
try is unusually small, and all are of a 
petty character with a few exceptions.
Y. W. C. T. 0.
The Y. W. C. T. U. of Yerkes, will 
hold its regular monthly meeting at 
the residence of Mr. John Reifl', on 
Monday evening, March 5. All are 
welcome.
NEW POSTMASTER.
J. L. Detwiler has been appointed 
postmaster at Areola to succeed H. T. 
Plush, who resigned. We are inform­
ed that Mr. Detwiler intends to open a 
store at Areola.
REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OP MILK.
The Uuited Dairymen of Pennsyl­
vania and New Jersey have reduced 
the wholesale price of milk from 4 to 
3£ cents per quart. This will enable 
the dealers to make a corresponding 
reduction and increase their sales.
EMBEZZLEMENT.
Jonathan Hunsberger, ex-teller of 
the Union National Bank at Souderton, 
who is charged with embezzlment, 
waived a hearing before United States 
Commissioner Craig, Saturday and 
was held in $1500 bail for court.
BEAUTIFUL LIGHTS.
The northern lights, Friday night, 
were admired by many people. The 
lights were varied in color, principally 
a pale yellow, but at one time, a little 
north of west, the sky appeared to be 
deep red, while in other places it as­
sumed a greenish hue.
THE HORSE MARKET.
There was a large attendance at D. 
H. Casselberry’s public sale of west­
ern horses at Perkiomen Bridge hotel, 
last Thursday. 17 horses were sold, 
averaging in price $93. Mr. Cassel­
berry expects to hold another sale of 
horses in about two weeks.
PHILADELPHIA MARKETS.
Winter bran, $17.50 @ $18.00; flour, 
$2.75 to $4.00 ; rye flour, $2.85 ; wheat, 
61 to 63c.; corn, 45c,; oats, 37|c.; but­
ter, 25 to 32c.; live fowls, 9 @ 10c.; 
dressed fowls, 10 @ 10^c.; timothy hay 
$1.05 to $1.15 ; mixed, $1.00 @ $1.05 ; 
straw, 55 @ 60c. ; beef cattle, 3f to 
5c.; sheep, 1̂  to 4^c.; lambs, 3 to 
5c.; hogs, western, 7^ to 7fc.
RELIGIOUS.
M. E. church, Evansburg. Sabbath 
school at 9.30 a. m., every Sabbath. 
Preaching, 10.45 a. m., and every Sab­
bath evening at 7.30.
Episcopal service at St. James’ 
Evansburg every Sunday at 10:30 a. m., 
Sunday School, 2 p. m. Also a ser­
vice at Royersford at 3 p. m. Rev. 
A. J. Barrow, Rector.
BLOWN TO ATOMS.
The terrible explosion at Sumney- 
town Wednesday morning of last week, 
which was keenly felt at this place, 
destroyed the dynamite factory of 
James S. Miller. John Fritz, a Ger­
man dynamite maker, was blown to 
pieces. Only a small piece of his 
scalp and the sole of one of his shoes 
were found. His watch was discov­
ered some distance away and was still 
keeping time.
MEETING OF POOR DIRECTORS.
The Directors of the Poor held their 
monthly meeting at the Almshouse, 
Thursday. Orders were granted for 
bills amounting to $2104.43. Contracts 
for timothy and clover seed were award­
ed A. D. Bechtel, of Royersford, and 
H. R. Thomas, of Mingo. The matter 
of placing an electric lighting plant on 
the Almshouse premises was again 
considered but no definite action re­
sulted. A special meeting to facilitate 
final action will be held on Thursday, 
March 8.
POLITICAL CREDIT.
Just after the recent election the 
Philadelphia Press contained the fol­
lowing : “Chairman Gilkeson, and his 
competent assistants, Jere Rex'and A. 
D. Fetterolf, are entitled to congratu­
lations on the result. They were hard 
workers day and night from the mo­
ment of Mr. Grow’s nomination, and 
they have some results to show for 
their unobtrusive but effective efforts.” 
Neighbor Fetterolf’s efficiency as a 
political worker seems to be appreci­
ated abroad as well as at home.
HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
The annual meeting of the Mont­
gomery Count}' Historical Society was 
held Thursday afternoon at its rooms 
in the court house, the attendance 
being the largest for a number of 
years, including many ladies. Addi­
tions to the Society’s library to the 
number of sixty volumes were made, 
and a number of photographs and 
valuable documents were presented. 
A paper was read by ex-Senator Jones 
Detwiler.
IN FLORIDA.
We have at hand an interesting let­
ter from our friend J. W. Rosenberry, 
of this township, who is at present 
visiting his brother Harry L., at Mi- 
canopy, Florida. He is enjoying his 
sojourn in the land of sunshine, flowers 
and oranges, very much, and his refer­
ence to orange orchards, hammock 
trees laden with moss and mistletoe, 
and magnolia and cypress trees leads the 
scribe to wish he was there too. Mr. 
Rosenberry tells us that his brother 
Harry shipped over seven hundred and 
fifty boxes of oranges the present sea­
son, and that he is now busily engaged 
shipping lettuce and cabbage from 
fifteen acres devoted to the cultivation 
of those vegetables. Mr. Rosenberry 
expects to begin his journey home to­
day. ___
$100 REWARD. $100.
The readers of this paper will he pleased to 
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease 
that science has been able to cure in all its 
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh 
Cure is the only positive cure known to the 
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitu­
tional disease, requires a constitutional traat- 
ment. Hall’s Catarrh 1'ure is taken internally, 
aching directly uron the blood and mucous sur­
faces of the system, thireby destroying the 
foundation of the disease, and giving the patieot 
strength by building up the constitution and as­
sisting nature in doing its v. ork. The proprie­
tors have so much faith in its curative powers, 
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any 
ease that it fails to cure. Send for li-*t of testi­
monials. Address F. J. CH£N£Y & CO., 
Toledo, O.
Sold by J. W. Cuibert, Druggist, Collegeville, 
Pa., 75 cents-
GRANGERS’ SUPPER.
The oyster supper, under the au­
spices of Keystone Grange, No. 2, of 
Trappe, Wednesday evening of last 
week, was an enjoyable and profitable 
event. The bill-of-fare was all that 
could be desired. After supper ad­
dresses were made by Miss Landis, 
teacher of elocution in the Millersville 
S. N. School, and Captain Leidy, a 
member of the German brigade during 
the war. Miss Lillian Rhoades recited 
in her usual attractive manner. Music 
was furnished by members of the 
Grange.
PERSONALS.
Mrs. E. A. Krusen, is visiting rela­
tives in Hatboro.
The Misses Buckwalter, of Royers­
ford, spent Saturday and Sunday in 
town visiting relatives and friends.
Mrs. Heyser, of Philadelphia, visited 
W. P. Fenton and family Saturday 
and Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Richard, of 
Spring City, were in town on Tuesday.
’Squire J. M. Zimmerman, of this 
place, has suffered an attack of grip 
since Saturday.
INJURED
Irwin Linsinbigler, residing near 
Mingo, this township, was seriously 
injured on Saturday morning, while on 
his way to the creamery. His horse 
became scared and ran away. The 
rough condition of the roads threw 
Mr. Linsinbigler out of the wagon 
and in falling he received a severe 
scalp wound several inches long. The 
milk which was being taken to the 
creamery was spilled along the route 
of the runaway. The horse escaped 
uninjured and was captured some dist­
ance from the scene of the accident.
FROM EVANSBURG.
The Jr. O. U. A. M., of* this place, 
has purchased a very handsome oak 
case for the banner and flag of the 
Order. This pretty piece of furnature 
was made by Samuel Casselberry, a 
member of the Order, of Collegeville.
The 44th annual reunion of Economy 
Lodge I. O. of O. F., was held last 
Saturday evening. About 200 persons, 
members of the Lodge and invited 
guests were present to do honor to the 
occasion, to enjoy a good literary and 
musical entertainment, and refresh­
ments. Instrumental music was fur­
nished by the Eagleville band and 
Plush’s orchestra.
ON THE SICK LIST.
Mrs. Underkoffier, the aged mother 
of Henry Underkoffier, this place, has 
been seriously ill for some time, and 
her condition is regarded as critical.
Charles Spare, of College avenue, 
this place, is suffering acutely from 
asthma and catarrh of the stomach.
Daniel Fenstermacher of this place, 
whose illness was reported some time 
ago, is still confined within doors.
Several members of the scribe’s 
family are suffering from ulcerated 
sore throat, and the scribe himself has 
been away below par, physically, for 
several weeks.
ARCTIC WEATHER IN FEBRUARY.
A North Pole atmosphere prevailed 
in this latitude last Saturday and Sun­
day, the thermometer Sunday morning 
registering 3 degrees above zero. It 
was the coldest weather thus far for 
the winter of ’93 and ’94, and it is to 
be hoped that the atmospheric condi­
tions during the next month will not 
lower the record of cold for the pres­
ent winter. Sunday evening there was 
a rise in temperature, followed by 
cloudiness and a veritable blizzard of 
snow. Early Monday morning rain 
took the place of snow, and was suc­
ceeded in turn by snow ere the day 
was done. The depth of §now at this 
writing is about seven inches.
WEDDING ANNIVERSARY.
Last Thursday evening the 15th or 
crystal wedding anniversary of Mr. 
and Mrs. Geo. W. Zimmerman, resid­
ing near this place, was the occasion 
for the coming together of about 65 
relatives and friends to celebrate the 
event. The appearance of the visitors 
from Pottstown, Royersford, Philadel­
phia, Pbcenixville, Oaks, Norristown, 
Lower Providence, Yerkes and Col­
legeville, was very much of a surprise 
to Mr. and Mrs. Zimmerman, arrange­
ments for the pleasant affair having 
been effected by the daughter and her 
uncle the ’Squire. Numerous useful 
presents were showered upon the 
happy couple who have journeyed to­
gether the past fifteen years, and the 
supper provided included an exten­
sive variety of good things. All pres­
ent thoroughly enjoyed the anniver­
sary period, and when the hour for de­
parture came the visitors expressed 
the hope that Mr. and Mrs. Zimmer­
man might live to see many more wed­
ding anniversaries.
SONS OF AMERICA
The annual Convention of the Pa­
triotic Order of the Sons of America, 
of Montgomery county, met at Potts­
town on Thursday. There are 26 
camps in the county, each entitled to 
five delegates. Fifteen camps were 
represented and 61 delegates were in 
attendance from Kulpsville, Lansdale, 
Cold Point, North Wales, Consho- 
hocken, Penn Square, Norristown, 
Ambler, Royersford, West Point, Red 
Hill, Stowe and three camps at Potts­
town. There was a street parade. Be­
sides the di legates there were a large 
number of visitors from other places 
and members of the Order from Potts­
town. The Convention was presided 
over by District President Harry W. 
Akins, of Norristown. The afternoon 
session was devoted entirely to reports 
of committees and matters tending to 
the progress and benefit of the Order. 
The next Convention will be held at 
Norristown, February 22, 1895. The 
competitive essays on American his­
tory, which have been a feature of the 
Order in the county, in which the 
children of the public schools have 
taken part, were discussed, and it was 
decided to continue them and the com­
mittee were instructed to prepare for 
another competition.
Jt May Do as Much for You.
Mr. Fred Miller, of Irving, 111., writes that he 
had a severe Kidney Trouble for many years, 
with severe pains in his back and also that his 
bladder was affected. He tried many so-called 
Kidney cures, but without any good result. 
About a year ago he began the use of Electric 
isjuers and found relief at onee. Electric Bit­
ters is especially adapted to cure of all K.dney 
and Liver troubles and often gives almost in­
stant relief. One trial will prove our statement. 




Mr. Oscar B. Rum bo and Miss 
Maggie T. Hough, both of Norristown, 
were married at Rev. A. J. Weddell’s 
residence, 1046 Powell street, that 
borough, on Thursday.
At noon on February 21st, Mr. 
Eugene Dambly, of the 8kippack 
Neutralist and Montgomery Tran­
script and Miss Mattie F. daughter of 
Rev. and Mrs. S. M. K. Huber, were 
married at the residence of the bride’s 
parents, Skippack. The ceremony was 
performed by the bride’s father in the 
presence of fifty invited guests. The 
ushers were Messrs. Harry Dambly, 





The “Orange Tea” given by 
Ladies’ Aid Society of Trinity 
formed church, in Gross’ Hall, Satur­
day evening, was quite a success, al­
though the attendance was not very 
large, the cold weather doubtless keep­
ing many away. The matrons and 
maidens, becomingly dressed in orange 
aprons and jabots with ribbon of the 
same color in their hair, served an 
appetizing supper in a most pleasing 
manner. The booths, at which were 
sold cakes, candies, aprons and flowers, 
were draped in orange, while the 
‘dairy maids” stood under an im­
mense orange umbrella and looked 





REV. JACOB FRESHMAN, TIE HEbREW- 
CHRISTIAN EVANGELIST.
The very rare privilege of hearing a 
learned converted Jewish Rabbi preach 
will be offered to people of this com­
munity Sunday, March 4th. The Rev. 
Jacob Freshman of New York City 
will preach in St. Luke’s Reformed 
Church, Trappe, in the morning of 
that day, and in Trinity Reformed 
Church, Collegeville, in the evening of 
the same day. For thirteen years Mr. 
Freshman has been doing successful 
mission work for the conversion of the 
Jews, in the city of New York, and is 
a very earnest and enthusiastic preach­
er of the Gospel. Mr. Freshman will 
give edifying and entertaining dis­
courses. The conversion of the Jews 
is one of the great questions of the 
hour. All who can ought, therefore, 
to embrace the opportunity of hearing 
him. Mr. Freshman will be entertain­




The annual meeting of the 
holders of the Collegeville Ice 
faoturing Company was held 
office of President M. O. Roberts last 
Thursday, when the following Directors 
were elected to serve for the ensuing 
year : M. G. Roberts, Horace Ashen- 
felter, Abraham Tyson, Dr. E. A. 
Krusen, James L. Paist, Jos. C. 
Landes, and E. S. Moser. Mr. Landes 
was elected to succeed Mr. M. C. 
Rambo, of Lower Providence, who 
will remove to the city next month, 
and who can therefore not conveniently 
serve as a Director. The Company’s 
prospects for the coming season are 
regarded as favorable, and it is prob­
able that the plant will go into oper­
ation about the 10th of next month.
SECOND ANNIVERSARY
A very large audience was present 
at the second anniversary of the Mite 
Society of the Lower Providence 
Presbyterian church, Thursday even­
ing February 25. The following was 
the program : Prayer by Rev. Wm. 
Courson : addresses by Revs. C. R. 
Broadhead and E. C. Hibshman ; music 
by the Trucksess Family and the Delta 
Male Quartet; solo, Fannie L. Hiser ; 
Recitation, Kate L. Custer ; Reading, 
Harry Tyson ; Japanese Lullaby, Ida 
and Maud Trucksess ; Recitation, Mary 
Campbell ; solo, Miss Lizzie Smith ; 
Recitation, Maud Trucksess ; Recita­
tion, Lillian Snyder ; solo and guitar 
accompaniment, Ida and Maud Truck­
sess ; Music by the society. The ef­
forts of the Delta Male Quartette of 
Philadelphia, consisting of Messrs. 
John Cassady, D. L. Trucksess, E. H. 
Brown, and Edward Brown, were high­
ly appreciated, and Miss Smith’s solos 
were both pleasing and interesting to 
the audience.
PAINFUL ACCIDENTS.
Just after dinner, Thursday, neigh­
bor Hiram Haldeman, the pattern 
maker at Roberts Machine Works, was 
engaged at the planing machine, when 
the piece of wood he was handling 
slipped from his grasp and two fingers 
of his left hand fell upon the rapidly 
revolving planer. The second and 
third fingers were cut off, the second 
just back of the nail and the third 
through the nail. Dr. M. Y. Weber 
dressed the painful wounds and Mr. 
Haldeman, who has the sympathy of 
many friends, is gradually recovering.
William Sturm, Florist H. Rimby’s 
right-hand man, drove to Gristoek & 
Vanderslice’s coal and lumber yard 
Friday morning. While there he had 
occasion to lead the horse about, when 
the animal, recently shod with sharp 
corks, trod upon his right foot, the 
cork of the shoe passing through Wil­
liam’s shoe and foot to the sole of his 
shoe. Dr. J. Warren Royer dressed 
the painful and seriously injured foot, 
and when William recovers he’ll see 
to it that such an accident never hap­
pens to him again.
Sheriff'Simpson sold on Wednesday 
afternoon of last week over forty 
properties in various sections of Mont­
gomery county, probably the largest 
number ever sold in this way in the 
county at one time. The list included 
the following :
Lot of W. A. Shupe, Evansburg ; 
debt $600, to Jesse Kratz, $475.
House of J. F. Fry, Limerick ; debt 
$1600, to Elmira Fry, $650.
House of C. F. Mack, Norristown ; 
debt $4500, to Julia M. Mack, $260.
St. Stephens Church, Pottstown ; 
debt $3,288.50, to Samuel H. Weiss, 
$7000.
Stores of L. O’Brien, Norristown ; 
debt $4 487, to H. II. Hobensack, 
$2000.
Farm of F. Rhoades, Upper Provi­
dence ; debt $5,659.60. to W m. F. 
Solly, attorney, $50.
Farm of J. F. Rhoads, New Han­
over ; debt $1794, to Aaron K. Shong, 
$1882.
Farm of C. S. Sheive, Jr., executor, 
Lower Providence ; debt $4450, to J. 
F. Betz, $4450.
Bakery of J. L. Oberholtzer, Lans­
dale ; debt $5487.50, Wanger & Knipe, 
attorneys, $7000..
Quarry of G. H. Nicholas, Norris­
town ; debt $419.40, to B. F. Richard­
son, $50.
Farm of Anthony Richardson, guar­
dian, Norriton ; debt $1,445.44, to 
Larzelere & Gibson, attorneys, $50.
From  Limerick.
Miss May J. Weikel, of Oaks, visited 
us on Friday and Saturday last.
Mrs. J. M. Lewin, of Royersford, is 
seriously ill with heart trouble.
Mr. Harrison Bean is confined to 
the bouse with rheumatism.
Jno. Moyer will move to the lot of 
Mrs. Nace in the near future.
Mr. John Weikel moved from the 
Simpson farm to the farm of his 
brother Abram, near Trappe.
Washington’s birthday was not ob­
served as formerly, as quite a number 
of teachers in Limerick taught on that 
day.
The election of Revs. Derr and Neff 
to the School Board in Spring City 
was a good move. Such men are de­
serving of the office. The entire Board 
consists of competent and able men.
Extensive preparations are being 
made for the rendition of the Cantata, 
“Queen Esther,” under the direction 
of Rev. 0. H. E. Rauch. Proceeds 
for benefit of-Y. M. C. A.
Quite an excitement was produced 
by a mad dog belonging to Horace 
Ashenfelter, near Areola, on Tuesday 
last in Royersford. After biting quite 
a number of dogs—family pugs, dogs 
used for fox chasing, etc., made his 
escape to the river, where he was shot. 
I t is said that about forty dogs had 
been bitten from Avcola to the Ford.
Latshaw’s hall was filled on Thurs­
day evening last. The contestants for 
the gold medal were Misses Sarah 
Richards, May Tiraanus, Bertha 
Keiter, Irene Garber, Mabel Russell, 
Bessie Long, Rosella Bock and Mr. 
Will G. Nyee. The contestant having 
the honor of winning the gold medal 
was Miss Rosella Bock. The music 
by Miss Evelyn Essick, the banjo and 
mandolin clubs met with lout} ap­
plause. The ushers were Misses Car­
rie Scholl, Ella Latshaw, Alice Gran­
der and Anna Greiner. The affair 
throughout was a great success.
The Y. P. S. L. Societv will meet 
this Thursday evening, when a very 
interesting program will be rendered. 
The debate : Resolved,“That the world 
does not know its best men.” Af­
firmative, David Rittenhouse, Ralph 
Johnson ; negative, J. Howard John­
son, Samuel Rittenhpuse, All invited.
H a d  Is su e s  o f  T lie lr  Own.
Three districts in Montgomery county 
—East Greenville, Ambler and Abing- 
ton—voted for local issues at the elec­
tion on Tuesday of last week. The 
voters of Ambler voted on the propo­
sition to bond the borough in the sum 
of $15,000 to establish an electric light 
plant for the borough and commercial 
purposes. The matter was defeated 
by nine votes.
In the township of Abington the pro­
position to expend $50,000 for macad­
amizing the roads was carried by a 
majority of about fifty. This will make 
$130,000 that the township has spent 
in street macadamizing the past year.
In East Greenville the voters decid­
ed to bond the borough in the sum of 
$25,000 for the purpose of erecting a 
water works to supply the borough. 
The vote was 86 for and 26 against 
the loan.
W h ip p ed  by W h ite  C aps.
A MCKEAN COUNTY LOAFER FLOGGED UN­
MERCIFULLY BY HIS NEIGHBORS.
B radford, Eebruary 27.—White 
Caps took it upon themselves last 
night to reform a resident of Kinzua, 
a small village in this vicinity. John 
Brvton, a shiftless fellow who refused 
to work and support his wife and child, 
was the object of the White Caps’ 
wrath. A few days ago Bryton’s baby 
died of starvation. There was no 
food in the house and the mother went 
out to a neighbor and* begged a cup of 
milk. The husband was in the house 
when the woman returned and took the 
milk and drank it. The baby's death 
occurred soon after.
At midnight a crowd of fifty men 
surrounded Dryton’s miserable hovel. 
They forced an entrance, and at once 
proceeded to carry out their prear­
ranged program. The stripped the 
fellow, secured a tub of cold water, 
and gave him a bath, with lye for soap. 
Then they flogged him unmercifully 
with whips. He bore his puntshment 
stoically for some time, but eventually 
weakened and begged for mercy. He 
promised to leave the country and 
never come back if the allowed him to 




departed. The wife 
for by the people
jpliififci sàIÆ o f
FRESH COWS I
LOT OF SHOAfS !
Will be sold at public sale, on MONDAY  ̂
MARCH 5, 1894, at my residence, near the 
; Almshouse, 20 fresh cows, director
_____¿from Cumberland county, where Jo sSiÎ t
1 selected the kind that will give purchasers ex­
cellent satisfaction. Also 50 shoats, weighing 
from 50 to 125 pounds. Sale at 2 o’clock. Con­
ditions by M. P. ANDERSON.
W. M. Pierson, auct. J. M. Zimmerman, clerk.
T y Y N K O O P  IS  COMING W IT H
FRESH COWS !
Will be sold at public sale, on TUESDAY, 
MARCH 6,1894, at Smoyer’s hotel, Trappe, 20
B eh e ad  of fresh cows direct fromy7~ \  ^.Cumberland county, where the ri'Bitv 
big milkers grow. Among this lot are some 
heavy cows. Also 50 shoats. Farmers and 
dairymen should attend this sale. Sale at 2 
-o’clock, sharp. Conditions by
JAMES WYNKOOP.
W. M. Pierson, auct. J. M. Zimmerman, clerk.
10 O’CLOCK, A. 
kUBLIC SALE OF
M.
» From  O aks.
The weather for the last few days 
will do very well for winter weather, 
and Friday, Saturday and Sunday will 
go on record as the coldest this winter.
The northern lights Friday night 
were a grand sight. 'Here is another 
sign : as the last Friday of the month, 
so will be the following month. What 
shivering and shaking there will be in 
March.
The Democrats ought not to feel so 
badly over the big Republican major­
ity, ’cause the Republican party has 
grow’d since ’92. Don’t go out and 
kick yourselves. Remember how you 
done a few years ago and then covered 
us over with snow.
How do you do, Congressman Wan­
ger ? What do you think of your 
constituents now ? Don’t we appreci­
ate a live Congressman and indorse 
your noble efforts for the public good. 
Lead on, we’ll follow.
A stranger at Abe Campbell’s. A 
daughter, and weighs eight pounds.
Away off in Berryville, Pa., comes 
the news informing Mr. John B. Det- 
tra that he is a grandpap.
A long ago Lower Providence poet 
said a baby was a well spring of plea­
sure in a household, but as we have 
plenty of water in the cellar, we don’t 
appreciate it one bit.
Tom Bevans will move on the silver 
farm, Shelly to the Waltz farm, and 
Will Chambers will go to the Mill 
Grove farm.
If Ben Groome moves, why Ed. 
Francis will open a green grocery, etc., 
there.
Jake' Baum won another box of 
cigars at the raffle the other night. He 
will be wanting to borrow a big lngun 
afterawhile.
“So sang an Indian girl,”
Attending school at Carlisle,
If I go on as I begun 
I ’ll master English afterwhile ;
Then it will be no big Ingun for me,
For I intend to put on style ;
I will skip my race, marry a dandy pale face 
Said this Indian maid at Carlisle.
That mad dog bit Howard Highley 
in the coat tail.
When the Skippack coal company 
begins operations the new postmaster 
at Areola will have his hands full.
A good bit of underhanded work 
was done at the polls at Port P., by 
some of the never satisfied ones last 
election. Harmony is what is needed. 
I f  the upper end think they furnish 
the brains, why with your knowledge 
couple wisdom. Knowledge without 
wisdom is of none effect. Harmony, 
because we furnish the votes, and the 




Mrs. Enos Deery is visiting at her 
father’s, Mr. John Francis, Sr.
J. P. Hale Jenkins, Esq., and ’Squire 
Jennings, will address the Republican 
Club which meets in Port Providence 
Band Hall. A Glee Club from Shady 
Edge will furnish the music, 
invitation is extended to all.
T h ree S ch oo l C h ild ren  D row n ed .
M assillon, O., Feb. 27.—Kate Bets- 
chaider, and two other girls named Cop­
per and Keiko, were drowned yesterday 
afternoon while crossing a canal on the 
ice. A large party of children started 
home together from St. Mary’s Catho­
lic school. The ice broke under their 
combined weight, and seven boys and 
girls were struggling in the water at 
the same time.
PUBLIC SALE 1




at public sale at the MARKET
Francis is off duty with a
A general
Wallace Rambo is giving the house 
at Green Tree a general overhauling.
Will Landis, of Port Providence, 
called Sunday.
Washington’s birthday was quite 
forgotten this time.
“Samivel, beware of the vidders.”
T h e D e sp e r a tio n  o f  D esp on d en cy .
Jacob L. Schwenk, an old and well- 
known citizen of Norristown, residing 
at 1010 West Airy street, attempted 
suicide Saturday afternoon by shoot, 
ing himself in the head. He is in a 
critical condition. He is 76 years of 
age.
A Quarter Century Test.
For a quarter of a century Dr. King’s New 
Discovery has been tested, and the millions who 
have received benefit from Its use testify to its 
wonderful curative powers in all diseases of 
Throat, Chest and Lungs. A remedy that has 
stood the test so long and that has given so uni­
versal satisfaction is no experiment, Each bot­
tle is positively guaranteed to give relief, or the 
money will be refunded. It is admitted to be 
the most reliable for Coughs and Colds. Trial 
bottles free at Culbert’s Drug Store. Large size 
50c. and $1,00. 0
THURSDAY, MARCH 1, 1894,
1.80 p. m., sharp, a large assortment of new and 
seasonable goods, consisting of Carriages, Har­
ness, Fence Wire, Parts of Harness, Sleighs, 
Whips, Halters, Plows, Horse Blankets, Horse 
Covers, Express Wagons, &c., &c.
W R ITE FOR CATALOGUE.
Don’t forget the time, place and date, as given 
above.
p l J B U O  SALE OF
Personal Property!
Will be sold at public sale, on THURSDAY, 
MARCH 1,1894, at the residence of the under­
signed, in Evansburg, Lower Providence town­
ship, Montgomery county, Pa., the following 
personal property : Dark Brown Horse, 7 years 
old, 15% hands high, fearless of trolley or 
steam ; any lady can drive him. 25 pairs of 
chickens. 3-spring market wagon for one or 2 
horses ; 2-seated phaeton for 1 or 2 
horses, in good condition ; falllngtop 
.carriage, 2-seated Albany sleigh for 1 
or 2 horses, with pole and shafts ; one- 
horse Albany sleigh, 2-horse bob sled ; 2 car­
riage poles with yoke ; canvass shield with glâ ss 
for closing front of wagon ; 3 wagon lifters, 
sleigh bells, horse covers and blankets, wheel­
barrow, double and single trees, 2 spreaders 
and chains ; traces, breast, log and cow chains, 
milk truck, calf racks, 2 beams 500 and 300 lbs. 
capacity ; Fairbanks platform scale, marble-top 
platform market scale ; one counter scale with 
weights, butter scale and weights, 10 egg cases, 
new ; 6 large butter tubs, lot of butter firkins, 
lot of empty egg crates, grindstone, 2 ladders, 
20 ahd 14 ft.; boat and chain, 2 barrels of pure 
cider vinegar, work bench, harness cupboard, 
1«wn mower, tree clipper, chicken manure by 
the barrel, lot of wood, 2 sets butcher tackles, 
feed chest, large iron kettle and frame ; lot of 
carpenter tools, such as saws, chisels, planes, 
drawing knives, axes, hatchets, &c.; butcher 
knives, cleave^, gambrels, hedge shears, post 
spade, picks, grubbing hoes, corn hoes, forks, 
rakes, shovels, half-bushel and half-peck meas­
ures, horse buckets, chicken coops, empty 
boxes, barrels, &c. Harness : Set of light car­
riage harness, nickel-plated ; double set of light 
harness ; one set of heavy express harness, 
nearly new ; set of stage harness, saddle and 
bridle, double and single lines, collars, blind 
and headhalters, neck strap, hitching and other 
straps, 3 sets light and 2 sets heavy fly nets, lot 
harness hooks, curry combs, brushes, &c. House­
hold Goods and Kitchen Furniture : Refrigera­
tor and ice cooler in good order, bedsteads and 
bedding, 2 bureaus, 6 tables, 2 lounges, cradle, 
crib, child’s bed, washstand, 6 shield bottom 
chairs, 6 cane-seated chairs, 0 Windsor chairs, 
straw mattresses, folding crib, wash bowl and 
pitcher, 12 yards matting, rag carpet by the 
yard, clothes horse, large cupboard ; 2 cook 
stoves—No. 8 Globe, No. 7 Victor ; Imperial 
heater No 2, with register and pipe, parlor 
stove ; office stove, all with pipe ; 8 pieces zinc, 
clothes horse, flower racks, tricycle, lar,; cans, 
fruit jars, 2 bird cages, ice cream freezer, 8 qts,; 
looking glasses, earthen, tin, glass and wooden 
ware, oil lamps, 2 street lamps, large rocking 
chair, child’s rocker ; sink, benches, buckets, 
tubs, 3 century plants, lot of potted flowers, 
flower pots. Also one share stock Farmers’ 
Union Horse Company, and many articles not 
specified. Sale to commence at 1 o’clock, p. m., 
sharp. Conditions : All sums of $15 and under, 
cash ; for amounts exceeding said sum a credit 
of 90 days will be given upon approved security.
JENNIE B SHUPE.
S. R. Shupe, auctioneer F. R. Deeds, clerk.
D. M. Casselberry, receiving clerk.
H O R S E S !
Will be sold at public sale, on THURSDAY, 
MARCH 8,1894, at Gross’ hotel, Collegeville, 
Pa., the following described horses : No. 1, a 
fine sorrel horse, 9 years old, 16 hands 
high, kind and gentle ; a. fast trotter, 
jhas been used as a track horse ; a 
beauty. No. 2, a sorrel horse, 15 years 
old, a perfect family horse. These horses will 
be sold without reserve FOR BILL OF KEEP. 
Lovers of fast horses should not fail to attend 
this sale. Sale to commence at 10 o’clock, a. m. 
Conditions by WILLTAM PR1ZER, JR. 
W. M. Pierson, auct. J. M Zimmerman, clerk.
p D B L I C  SALE OF
Personal Property!
Will be sold at public sale, on the farm of 
Abraham Weikel, in Upper Providence town­
ship, Montgomery Co., one mile above Trappe, 
on WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7, 1894, the follow­
ing personal property : 2 Horses. One a black 
“ horse 9 years old, works anywhere and 
an excellent road horse ; the other a 
bay horse 12 years old, a good driver. 
Farm wagon with hay bed, 3-springed 
market wagon with shafts and tongue, a f mily 
carriage in good order, a very easy riding car­
riage ; carriage pole, Syracuse plow, springtooth 
harrow, set of express harness, extension ladder, 
rope and pulleys, po6t spade, grubbing hoe, 
shovel, hoes, rakes, forks, scythe, sneathe, po6t 
axe and auger, lot of poultry wire, one-horse 
lever power, 4 cupboards, wood chest, butter 
hampers, egg and berry crates, lot of berry 
boxes, milk can, lot of carpenter tools, 500 lbs. 
scales, iron kettle, pot rack, 1000 sheaves corn 
fodder, 8 acres of grain in ground, and many 
other articles that will be hunted up by day of 
sale. Sale at 1 o’clock, p. m. Conditions by 
ABRAHAM WEIKEL.
W. M. Pierson, auct. John H. Weikel, clerk. .
p tJ B L I C  SALE OF
Personal Property!
Will be sold at public sale, on THURSDAY, 
MARCH 8,1894, at the residence of the sub­
scriber, in Lower Providence township, Mont­
gomery county, on the Norristown turnpike, 1% 
miles south of Collegeville, and 1 mile north of 
Eagleville, the following personal property : 3 
Horses. No. 1, bay horse, coming 8 
years old, 16 hands high, very fine 
driver and a noble work horse ; No. 2, 
heavy bay horse, coming 5 years old, 
16M bands high, fine worker and safe for lady 
to drive ; No. 3, dark bay horse, 16 hands high, 
good worker and excellent power horse. 24 
Cow6, some will have calves by their 
sides, some springers and some f a t ; a 
a number of them are very fine milkers. 20 
Shoats, weighing from 50 to 150 lbs. 50 pairs 
of Chickens. Farming Implements : 2-horse 
farm wagon (2 in. tread), 4-horse farm wagon 
(4 in. tread), cart, 3-spring market wagon with 
pole and shafts (good as new), express wagon, 
jump seat carriage with pole and shafts, falling- 
top buggy, sleigh, heavy bob sled with lock, al­
most new ; 2 sets hay ladders all complete, 2 
sets manure boards, 2 Syracuse plows, 2 hoe har­
rows, 1 spike and 1 springtooth harrow, roller, 
Buckeye force-feed grain and fertilizing drill 
(good as new), Wood mower and reaper in per­
fect order, 2 grain cradles, Ellis Keystone power, 
thresher and separator, good as new ; has been 
Used three years and cannot be surpassed for do­
ing good work ; Thomas hay tedder, horse rake, 
hay hook and pulleys, 100 feet of rope, corn 
marker, Keystone corn planter,- new; corn 
sbeller and shaker, Freed fodder cutter, bone 
and shell mill, root cutter, cider press, winnow­
ing mill, 20 in. circular saw, with frame, all 
complete ; crosscut saw, wood saw, maul and 
wedges, lot of wood sawed stove length, in lots 
to suit purchasers ; cherry, oak and ash plank,* 
% in. oak and poplar boards, lot of hickory 
wood suitable for handles, etc., single and dou­
ble trees, some new ; work bench with 2 screws, 
2 ladders—one 16 and one 20 ft., large feed 
chest, chicken coops, scythe and sneath, 2 briar 
scythes, cigar moulds, scalding tub, grindstone, 
wheelbarrow, rakes, hoes, forks and shovels, 
post spade and crowbar, 2 scoop shovels, new ; 
2 ice hooks, rope and tackle, cow, timber and 
other chains, manure drag, beam weighing 400 
lbs., stone sledge, drills and augers, post auger, 
post boring machine, lot of grain and bean bags, 
2 sets stage harness, 3 sets lead harness, cart 
harness, 2 sets express harness, double set light, 
carriage harness, 2 sets single harness, 2 sets 
double lines, halters, collars, blindhalters, plow 
lines, fly and other straps, and string of bells. 
Dairy Fixtures : 10 milk cans, milk buckets, 
cream pots, strainers and pans, small hand 
churn, large horse power churn with gearings,- 
all complete, capacity 100 lbs. Household 
Goods : Bedsteads, bureaus, child’s crib, Wind­
sor chairs, 2 rocking chairs, 2 washstands, set­
tees, lounge, tables, large cupboard, sideboard, 
cabinet containing 200 specimens of rare fossils, 
Indian relics and minerals ; lot of books, 75 yds. 
rag carpet, 50 yds. ingrain carpet, 2 parlor heat­
ers; 1 Irving range, No. 8, an excellent baker ; 
large iron kettle, 2 Enterprise meat cutters, 2 
lard presses, vinegar by the barrel, lot of empty 
barrels and wine kegs, benches, buckets, tubs, 
and baskets, shot gun and rifle, and numerous 
articles not herein stated. 12 acres of grain in 
the ground. Conditions ; 9 months credit on 
all sums of $15 and upwards, by giving note 
with approved security. Sale 4o commence pre­
cisely at 12 o’clock, noon.
M. C. RAMBO.
S. R, Shupe, auct. J. M. Zimmerman, clerk.
D. M. Casselberry, receiving clerk.
T H E  B E R G E R
PATENT
Steel Roofing
Fire, Water, Wind and Lightning 
Proof.
CHEAPER THAN TIN !JO-
And will wear twice as long 
particulars in full, call on
For samples and
F i r e  t a x  n o t i c e .The members of the Perkiomen Valley Mutual Fire Insurance Company of Montgomery 
County are hereby notified that a tax was levied 
February 7, 1894, of one dollar on each one thou­
sand dollars for which they are insured, to pay 
losses sustained. Payment will be made to the 
same persons who have heretofore acted as col­
lectors, or to the Secretary at his office at Col­
legeville.
Extract from the Charter 1“And If any mem­
ber of the company shall refuse or neglect to 
pay his or her assessment within forty days after 
the publication of the same, twenty per cent, of 
the assessment will be added thereto ; and if 
payment be delayed for fifty days longer, then 
his, her, or their policy shall have become sus­
pended until payment shall have been made.” 
The 40 days time for payment of said tax will 
date from February 24,1894.
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
E s t a t e  n o t i c e .Estate of Charles W. Johnson, late of 
Limerick township, Montgomery county, de­
ceased- Letter» of administration on the above 
estate having been granted the undersigned, all 
persons indebted to said estate are requested to 
make Immediate payment, and those having • 
legal claims, to present the same without delay 
to S ALLIE L. JOHNSON,
Or her attorneys, Royersford, Pa.
Hallman, Place & Hendricks, Norristown, Pa.
E s t a t e  n o t i c e .Estate of Catharine Rosenherger, late of 
Upper Providence township, Montgomery Co., 
deceased. Notice is hereby given that letters of 
Administration have been granted to the under­
signed, and all persons indebted to said estate 
are requested to make immediate settlement, 
and those having claims against the same will 
present them promptly in proper order for set­
tlement to
J. W. ROSENBERGER, Administrator, 
18jan. Yerkes, Pa.
J lO Y E R S F O B D  STEAM LAUNDRY
W m . Tyler, P roprie tor,
FIRST AVENUE BELOW MAIN STREET.
All work guaranteed to give satisfaction. Our 
team will visit Collegeville every Monday and 
Wednesday, and all orders placed with our Col­
legeville Agent, F. P. FARINGEK, will receive 
prompt, attention.
H, V. KEYSER, Agent,
22feb4ffi. TRAPPE, PA.
Fo r  s a l e  iA lot of Early Rose Potatoes, but two re­moves from the Houghton (Maine) potato. Ap­
ply to L. E. PENNINGTON, near Areola.
R A IL R O A D S .
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
Passenger trains leave CollegevlUe Station as 
follows :
TOB PHILADELPHIA AND POINTS SOOTH.
M ilk..................    6.49 a. m.
Accommodation.................................... 8.02 a. m.
Market..................   12.56 p. m.
A cco m o d a tio n  . ; ................................... 4.01 p . m .
FOR ALLENTOWN AND POINTS NOBTH AND WEST.
Mail...................................................... 8.02 a. m.
Accomodation.......................................9.06 a. m.
Market.................................................. 8.26 p. m.
Accommodation....................................5.46 p. m.
SUNDAYS— SOOTH.
Milk.....................................   7.12 a. m.






—O F—Business & Shorthand.:
NORRISTOWN, PA.
[Albertson Trust Building],
an d  MANAYUNK, PA. 
Day a n d  E vening  S e s s io n s .
P up ils ca n  e n te r  a t  a n y  time*
Our phenomenal success is due to oursupe- . 
I rlor Instruction, and to our record of securing ( 
j profitable employment for a  greater percent- < 
) age of our pupils than any other College in | 
t the State. For new Prospectus and Journal, , 
I address A* J .  S C H IS S L E It, P residen t*  ,
PHILADELPHIA AND READING R. R.
■HOBT AND DIBBCT BOUTE TO PHILAD ELPH IA , 
NEW  YOBH, NEW ENGLAND, THE 
SOUTH AND WEST.
On and after Nov. 19,1893,
TBAINS LEAVE COLLEGEVILLE
(Via. Perkiomen R. R., connecting at Perki- 
omen Junction) as follows :
Fob Philadelphia—week days, 6.27, 8.02, 
a. m., 12.56, 4.11, p. m. Sundays, 6.36, a. m., 
4.20, p. m.
F ob  N ew  Yobk—weeks days, 6.27, 8.02, a. 
m., 12.56,4.11, p.m. Sunday, 6.36, a.m. 4.20 p.m.
F ob P h o b n ix v il l e , P o ttsto w n  a n d  R ead­
in g—week days, 8.02, a. m., 12.56, 4.11, p. m. 
Sundays, 6.36, a. m., 4.20 p. m.
Trains for Baltimore, Washington, the South 
and West, via. B. &. O. R. R., leave Market and 
12th Street Station, (P. & R. R. R.,) at 8.45, 
7.55,11.26, a. m., 8.58, 5.47, 7.22, 8.25, p. m.
ATLANTIC CITY DIVISION.
Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street Wharf and 
South Street Wharf,
FOB ATLANTIC CITY.
Weekdays—Express, 9.00 a. m., 4.00, 5.00 
p. m. Accommodation, 8.00 a. m., 5.45 p. m.
Sundays—Express, 9.00,10.00 a. m. Accom­
modation, 8.00 a. m., and 4.80 p. m.
BBTUBNING, LEAVE ATLANTIC CITY
Depot, corner of Atlantic and Arkansas Ave­
nues :
Weekdays—Express, 7.30, 8.50a. m., and 4.00 
p. m. Accommodation, 8.10 a. m., and 4.30 
p. m.
Sundays—Express, 4.00, 5.15 p. m. Accom­
modation, 7.15 a. m., and 4.15 p- m.
Parlor Cars on all Express trains.
C. G. HANCOCK,








PURE COFFEES, TEAS A  CONFECTIONERY 
Leave your orders in our Terminal Branch 
Store* They will be filled a t  our main estab­
lishm ent, i2i and 133 N. 8th  S t. and delivered 
to  vouat tra in  tim e or shipped to  your home. 
Ask for a copy of Grocery News, and a Cata­
logue, w ith price list.
Our guarantee—Quality and P a rity .
Our prices make new trade daily.
FINLEY ACKER & CO., 
B R A N C H /R e a d in g  T e rm in a l B uild ing , 
STORK, t  M a rk e t St. be low  T w elfth .
ristock <fc Y anderslice, «¡jjj
Collegeville, Pa.,
DEALERS IN
White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock
LUM BER,
Various grades, dressed and undressed. 
SHINGLES, split and sawed. 
PICKETS, CEDAR AND CHESTNUT 
RAILS.
L e h i g h  and Schuylki l l
COAL. - - COAL.
P L O T T R ,
Corn, Bran, Middlings,
OATS, LINSEED  MEAL,
AND CAKE MEAL.
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison's 
Town and Country Paint,—second to none in 
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready 
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and 
fencing.
COLLEGEVILLE
lO L L E R
iO L L E R M I L L S !I L L S !
FOR SALE AT WHOLESALE PRICES
w h e a t b r a n i
Our Own Make and Western. E x­
cellent Orade.
—AND—
R Y E  F E E D  !
OUR OWN MAKE.
CORN BRAN.
IdgP A Full Stock o f all Other Kinds 
o f Feed.
Highest Cash Prices Paid for Wheat 
at all Times.
P A  1ST BROS.,
COLLEGEVILLE. —:— PENNA.
P A T E N T S
Caveats and Trade Marks btained, and all Pat­
ent Business conducted for MODERATE FEES.
Our office is opposite the U. S. Patent Office, 
We have no sub-agents, all business direct, 
hence can transact patent business in less time 
and at less cost than those remote from Wash­
ington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip­
tion. We advise if patentable or not, free of 
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured. 
A book, “How to Obtain Patents,”  with refer­
ences to actual clients in your State, county, or 
town. Address C. A. SNOW & CO.. 
lAoc) Opposite Patent Office. Washlmrton. D. C.
you have anything to sell, 
advertise it in the Independent,




Principal and Founder. 
Record Building,
917-919 Chestnut St. 
Philadelphia.
An all-around equipment for 
business life.
Day and  E vening Sessions.
Annual. . .  
Graduating Exercises 
1882 to 1892, inclusive.
** The utterances of such men 
as Talmage, Gough, Depew— 
noble ideas conveyed in charm­
ing expressions.'*
Cloth binding, 8vo., 524 pp., 
price, $1.75, postage prepaid.
FOR SALB AT
W anam aker’s, L eary 's , 
and Office of th e  School*
A Fine Lot of Summer Dusters, Horse Sheets, 
Coolers and Nets—all kinds at the right prices.
The Largest Assortment of Whips of any shop 
in the county to select from.
New and Second-hand harness always on 
hand. Fair Leather saddles from $4.00 up, and 
bridles to match from $1.50 up. Open bridles, 
all round, $2.00 up.
All the leading brands of cigars and tobacco 
always on hand ; box trade a specialty ; any 
kind and price from 50 cts.per box of fifty, up.
W . E. JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA.
John M . Latshaw,
Harness Manufacturer,
TRAPPE, PA.
Have had fifteen years’ experience in the busi­
ness. Harness and Horse Goods in stock, and 
every description of harness made to order.
All kinds of repairing promptly attended to.
C A L L  - A .T  T H E
COLLEGEVILLE
•^Carriage Works)£>
-AND INSPECT MY STOCK OF—
[ies,
Now Under Construction.
PLACE YOUR ORDERS NOW !
- Repairing of All Kinds -
And REPAINTING will receive* prampt and 
careful attension. Prices always the low­
est, considering the quality.
Thanking you for past favors and asking for a 





after eating a hearty meal, and the , 
result is a chronic case of Indiges- 1 
tion, Sour Stomach, Heartburn, 
Dyspepsia, or a bilious attack.
RIPAHS T A B U LES
P ro m o te  D ig e s tio n , R e g u la te  th e  
S to m ach , L iv e r  a n d  B o w e ls , P u r ify  
th e  B lood , and are a  P o s itiv e  C a re  for 
C o n s tip a tio n , S ic k  H eadache»  B il­
io u sn e ss , and all other Diseases arising 
from a  disordered condition of the Liver and 
Stomach. They act gently yet promptly, and
perfect digestion follows W eir use.
Ripans Tabules take the place of an E n ti r e  
M e d i c i n e  C h e s t*  and
should be kept for use in 
. every family.
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS 
EVERYW HERE.
Dr Theel Arch st.U l  I I  11 V V I PHILADELPHIA. PAI I . . 
The only Genuine Specialist in  America, 
notwithstanding what others advertise*
NERVOUS DEBILITY
AND THE RESULTS OF INDISCRETION
_  Special Diseases and Strictures 
Permanently Cured In 8 to 6 days
~ Primary or Second- 
. ary cured by entirely 
_ -------------------days. 6 years’ Euro­
pean Hospital and 32 practical experience, as 
Certificates and Diplomas prove. Send five 
2-cent stamps for book. ** TRUTH*”  the only 
book exposing Quack Doctors ana others ad­
vertising as great Specialists. A true friend 
to  all sufferers ana to those contemplating 
marriage. The most stubborn and dangerous 
cases solicited. W rite or call and be saved.
Honrs: 9-8: Eve's 6-8: Wed. and Sat. eve's 
6-10; Sun. 9-12. Successful treatment by mail.
p tl  o i
BLOOD POISON
new method in  30 to 90 <
FRAZER AXLEG R E A S E
B E S T  I N  T H E  W O R L D «
I ts  wearing qualities are unsurpassed, actually 
outlasting two boxes of any  other brand. Not 
effected by heat, t a r  G E T  T H E  G E N U IN E * 
FOB 8ALE BY DEALEB8 GENERALLY. l y T
TO FARMERS MALT DUST and—H  L l i —I BREWERS’ GRAINS
Wet and Dried, pronounced to be the
BEST CATTLE a n d  
w  HORSE FOOD
See report fo New Jersey Agricultural Experiment 
Station. For sale by p
J .  A. A J MACAULAY 
886 North Broad d 8 1 itd i Thompson Sta. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Department of Agriculture.
CAUSE OF LOSS OF PASTUR­
AGE.
The failure to cover the seed is 
doubtless the cause of the very com­
mon loss of grass and clover by dry 
weather following the seeding, when 
the seed has been sown in the old care­
less way by scattering it on the ground 
to take its chances. Things have 
changed greatly since the land was 
first cleared of its forest growth, when 
the soil was filled with vegetable mat­
ter, and was soft and spongy, holding 
moisture firmly and forming a porous 
seed bed, in which the small seeds sank 
easily, and thus secured protection 
from the drying winds that so frequent­
ly follow spring sowing. The land has 
now been exhausted, not only of this 
soft, spongy matter, but of its first 
fertility as well, and this is to be 
thought of in preparing the land for 
the grass seeding. The soil now be­
comes packed hard and is crusted over 
so that the small seeds do not sink into 
it, and thus some method of covering 
the seeds, as well as preparing the soil 
by thoroughly pulverizing it, must be 
secured.
And this is done, first, by good 
plowing, and then the use of some 
harrow by which the soil is deeply cut 
and broken, and turned as by a number 
of small plows, penetrating as far as 
the seed may be properly covered only, 
and leaving a great number of little 
furrows of mellow soil, that quickly 
settles down into the hollows where 
the seeds fall, and gives them the 
needed covering. Or the seed is first 
sown and the harrow is then used to 
cover it, which is then done in the 
most secure manner.
JAR BUTTER.
Now is the time to put down your 
potted butter. Use the same accuracy 
as regards température as in other 
butter. Salt it a trifle over an ounce 
to a pound, wash thoroughly while in 
granular form, work well and pack. 
If  possible, fill a jar at a single churn­
ing. On the top of each jar put a 
thickness of parchment paper, then 
tie on a stout covering and place in a 
cool, dark place, absolutely free from 
any odor.—American Farmer.
VENTILATE THE CELLAR IN 
WINTER.
Most farm cellars have no partitions. 
Thus in one room are stored apples, 
potatoes, other vegetables, the milk 
and butter, together with the canned 
fruits and meat. The cellar is usually 
located directly under the kitchen and 
sitting room, and not unfrequently 
the bedroom. I t is a fact that unless 
the fruit and vegetables are carefully 
looked over every month there will be 
a great amount of obnoxious vapor 
constantly coming from them to con­
taminate the atmosphere, and being 
lighter than cold air it will rise to the 
rooms above. Hence it is best on 
pleasant days to open the cellar doors 
and windows for proper ventilation, 
not leaving them, as many do, tightly 
closed from early winter until April. 
Milk and butter quickly absorb the 
odors from decaying vegetation, injur­
ing the quality and healthfulness.
for the slaughter or to be retained 
upon the farm, should be kept grow­
ing coutinually until nearly, if not 
fully, the average size is attained. 
Keep the animals in good pasture dur­
ing the summer and during the usual 
drouths of early autumn. If  an extra 
growth of corn fodder to be used as a 
daily feed is not attainable, then a 
feed of grain should be given at least 
ouee a day. During the cold, stormy 
days that prevail before stock finally 
go into winter quarters, the grain feed 
should be maintained, and when 
brought to the yard warm, comfort­
able shelter be provided. Do not prac­
tice the foolish policy of attempting 
to see how cheaply one can winter 
stock, that there may be more grain 
and hay to sell in the spring. On the 
contrary, give them the best of fodder, 
if there be a choice. This need not 
necessarily be dealt out in large quan­
tities, but in amounts that will be eaten 
up cleanly previous to the next feed­
ing. A quart of ground feed fed daily 
to a calf or colt, or a small handful to 
each lamb, will greatly stimulate 
growth and prove a good financial in­
vestment for the stock raiser.—Ameri­
can Agriculturist.
If any plants have failed to grow, set 
new ones in their place at once. A 
large percentage of labor is often lost 
by this neglect, and profits for several 
seasons reduced.
Those who have tried it claim that 
when the cow is groomed and cared for 
in the same manner as is the horse she 
pays for the extra labor bestowed by 
an increased yield of milk.
Old paint and varnish may be re­
moved by an emulsion formed of two 
parts of ammonia shaken up with one 
part of turpentine. I t will soften them 
so they may easily be scraped off.
A man who permits fence rows to 
harbor weeds cannot maintain a repu­
tation as a good farmer. I t either 
proves that he is very slack in his 
methods, or that the farm does not 
pay well enough to allow putting any 
labor upon such useless (?) accessories.
FALL FEEDING OF YOUNG 
STOCK.
Young farm stock, whether intended
CARE OF YOUNG TURKEYS.
A young turkey will, one year with 
another, bring a large profit after pay­
ing for food consumed, and there is 
more certainty of a good price than on 
any other farm product. Almost any 
farmer can raise from twenty to fifty 
every year. Turkeys are roving in 
their disposition, and do not stay 
around the house, as do ducks, geese 
and other poultry, although those 
reared with hens are more inclined to 
do so. The best place to keep the 
young ones at night, with a hen, is in 
a large box, with a door at the front 
which drops down for a feeding plat­
form. Cover the bottom with some 
cut hay or straw, and fasten them in at 
night. A dry goods box is just the 
th ing; roomy enough for them, so 
that if the early morning is wet or 
cold, they may be left inside the box. 
Sometimes in inclement weather leave 
them there all day. Two hens, if they 
agree, may have their broods together, 
and thus save extra boxes.—American 
Agriculturist.
It will be found an advantage to clean 
out the hay loft and sweep it with a 
broom before hay is stored. The 
number of mice and insects found snug­
ly domiciled in the loft will be surpris 
ing.
Doubtless
h e a t d o f  B a u g h s  R a w  £  h a t e , E c o n o m l -
P h a ? ’- . T , Î  e t c  t  s o m e  c a s e s  t h t s  k n o w -
l e d g e  m a y  b e  ^ ¿ ^ d e s i r e  t o  f u l l y  p o s t
u s e r s  o f  f e r t i ‘« “ 1 “  { L ,  q u a l i t y  a n d  l o w  |  
, c o u n t i e s ,  a t o u , .  t e s t a h l i s h e d  o f  a l l  b r a n d s .p r i e e s o f t h e s e o l d e s t e s t a b  r  f e r t i l i z e « ,
P  D e a l e r s  a n d  “ “ t t “ f s u b j e e t ,  c a n  g u t  
„ t o  f e e l  i n t e r e s t e d  a ? t  n d i n g  w i t h
r . . - » w  i n f o r m a t i o n  b y  c o r  n
„ h o 'f e e U n te te s te d
fUrthBAUOH tsONS COMPANY.
B A v JU ti importers,
Manufacturers and m p
___ U G H  &  S O « =
nufactory i » ?
^ o o r e S t a  
W oR  o h m a D E L P H IA . a
CAUTION.—If  ft denier offer« TV. L. 
Douglas Shoes at a  reduced price, or says 
he ha« them without name stamped on 






Q Q  O L IO E T  BEST IN 9 0  c m  L /C . THE WORLD.
' W . X«* DOUGLAS Shoes are stylish, easy fit- 
ting', and give better satisfaction at the prices ad­
vertised than any other make. Try one pair and 
be convinced. The stamping of W . L. Douglas' 
name and price on the bottom, which guarantees 
their value, saves thousands o f dollars annually 
to those who wear them. Dealers who push the 
sale o f W . L . Douglas Shoes gain customers, 
which helps to increase the sales on their full line 
of ?oods. They can afford to sell at a less profit, 
ana we believe you can save money by buying aU 
your footwear o f the dealer advertised below.
Catalogue free upon application. Address,
W . L . DOUGLAS* B ro c k to n , Mass* Sold by
H. H. ROBISON,
13oc3m. COLLEGEVILLE, FA.
T H E  J O N E S
With Stock Proof Lock.
Neat, Strong, Durable and Cheap !
Thi6 Fence is unexcelled for farm purposes ; 
it includes the only climp and clamp in exist­
ence; expansion and contraction under com­
plete control of the lock; it requires but few 
posts ; having strength, without much surface, 
it i6 not affected by severe winds or snow storms; 
it will save ten feet iu width of the ground now 
occupied by rail feuce—this will 6ave four acres 
of ground on every hundred acres now fenced 
with rails. Upon careful examination every 
farmer wdl want it. We will wire up this fence 
for from 40 to 50 cents per rod. Address or call 





Y e r r e s , Pa.
OL D  H O R N E S a n d  D E A D  H O R S E S  and COWS will be removed by the under­
signed upon request. Higest price paid for 
worn-out-horses. THEO. M. CASSELBERRY.
T,nwftr Providence. Pa.
$ 5.00 ii « I L K  E L A ST IC  ABDOMINAL | S U P P O R T E R . T h re a d  8 3 .5 0 .-w- j ------- G ve measure 2 inches below navel.
Safely Bent by mail upon receipt ofprioe. Satisfaction 
u m n d . -Circular tne. 0 .  W .F l n r e l f  £ B r o . .  
1006 XprtD( U i r d »  ttt., P k il .d .lp h i.V  1- .!
STEAM HEATING !
The Superiority of STEAM in comparison with 
the OLD METHODS OF HEATING cannot be ques­
tioned, for twice as much heat can be obtained from the 
same amount of fuel than can be had from the old way 
of stove heating. Then another very important con­
sideration is that all the dust and dirt, incident to burn­
ing coal, can be confined to a portion of the cellar in­
stead of floating about all the rooms in the house. 
Steam Heating has come to stay. Do you wish to 
secure its advantages 1
If you do, you are heading directly to­
wards our line of business, and we want your 
order. W e can supply you with just what you want, 
guarantee you satisfaction, and give you full worth of 
your money. We have placed a number of Steam 
Heaters and in every instance our work has proved 
satisfactory. Call on or address
The Roberts Machine Company, Collegeville, Pa.
- F O R  Y O U R -
Cem etery W o rk ,
—IN—
MARBLE OR GRANITE
PLAIN AND ARTISTIC DESIGNS,
—GO TO—
H. L, SAYLOR, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
All work guaranteed and prices the lowest; call and be convinced.
LAST CALL 
FO R - « i t
DESPERATION PRICES ! 
DESPERATION PRICES !
Q^p^We must sell the Balance of our Clothing this month. Prices 
don’t count. We want to seH, so don’t miss coming. Note the 
FOLLOWING LOW PRICES:
Men’s $8 Suits and Overcoats now $4.89. Men’s $9 Suits and Overcoats now $6.90 
Men’s $12 “ and “ now $890. Men’ $14 “ and “ now $10.00
Boys’ Cheviot Suits worth $3.50, now $1.98 
Boys’ Cassimere Suits, worth $3, now 1.68.
Men’s Wool Pants, worth $3, now $2.
Men’s fine worsted Pants, worth $4.00, now $2.50.
Boys’ 25c. knee pants now 15c.
Boys’ 50c. knee pants, now 29c.
Boys’ all-wool 75c. knee pants now 50c.
Boys’ everyday suits worth $2.50, now 98c.
A. WEITZENKORN & SONS,
The Largest and Squarest Clothiers in Interior Pennsylvania.
141 & 143 High Street, - Pottstown, Pa.
X ^ 5* Toll and Car Fair paid during this Special Sale.
X LNa A-AAA ÁA.AtA NKFh A-AÀA ÂA’A nLNA EANÄ NKN
The I n d e pe n d e n t  is not an encyclopedia of the 
darker doings of humanity ; it is not a reportorial 
conglomeration of more or less trifling transactions 
gathered from all sections of the globe ; it does not 
undertake to embrace the cant and rot and sophis­
tries of some of the journalism current; it does not 
essay to make people believe that the welfare of 
this country perforce depends upon the permanent 
success of a particular political party, or upon any 
set of interested politicians ; it believes that politi­
cal parties, like some of the men who constitute 
portions thereof, are not always what they seem to 
be ; it believes that honest criticism applied where 
needed, regardless of mere partisan notions, is 
always productive of good r e su l t s . Our mission 
in brief is : To publish a clean, readable local and 
general newspaper, avoiding as much as possible 
dry details and stuff “just to fill up with;” to culti­
vate independent thought, and to tell the truth for 
the sake of the truth, as near as we can get at it ; 
to interest and entertain our readers, and to do our 
humble mite in assisting in the work of bettering 
human conditions. I f you are in sympathy with 
such purposes, and you are not as yet a subscriber 
to the I n d e p e n d e n t , subscribe now. Don’t post­
pone doing a good thing. If you are a subscriber, 
try and get your neighbor interested also.
If you have anything to sell and want to sell 
it, and if you want your neighbors and the public 
generally to know that you have something to sell, 
and want to sell it —  no matter what it is—  
ADVERTISE in the I n d e p e n d e n t , the best adver­
tising medium in the middle section of Montgomery 
county. It is read by at least 3500 people every 
week, and its circulation is steadily increasing.
Our facilities for executing JOB PRINTING  
are such as to enable us to do first-class work 
promptly and at reasonable prices. Favor us with 
your orders and we will do our best to serve you 
well.
CAN I  O B T A IN  A PA T E N T  9 For a
5rompt answer and an honest opinion, write to IUNN «fc CO., who have had nearlyfirty years* 
experience in the patent business. Communica­
tions strictly confidential. A H a n d b o o k  of In­
formation concerning P a te n ts  and bow to ob­
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechan­
ical and scientific books sent free.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive 
special notice in the S c ien tific  A m erican , and 
thus are brought widely before the public with­
out cost to  the inventor. This splendid paper, 
issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, has by far the 
largest circulation of any scientific work in the 
world. S 3  a  year. Sample copies sent free. 
Building Edition, monthly, $2.50 a
- -—.  ,__,__— ---------RPR the
latest designs and secure contracts. Address 
MUNN & CO. NSW Yo b s , 3 6 1  Broadway.
ENTERPRISE
M A R B L E  W O E K S
R0YERSF0RD, Mont. Co., Pa.
I  would announce to my friends and the public, 
that I am now prepared to furnish
ILL Km OF MABBLI WORK
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
Mo n u m en ts  and To m bsto n es , of Italian or 
American Marble or Granite, in the 
finest and latest designs.
Galvanized - Railings,
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip­
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar­
ble Work, for the bases of
BUILDINGS, STEPS, SILLS, ETC., ETC 
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and 
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design 
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones. 
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different 
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been 
turned out at the E n t e r p r is e  W o r k s . Call and 
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low; 
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto: 




(Successor to F. B. Bushòng,)
Trappe, Montgomery Go., Pa.
M r t a li  in ¿11 Its Bracks
WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.
Coffins and Caskets of all descriptions on hand 
and furnished at short notice. Chairs furnished 
for use at funerals free of charge. I will use 
every effort to give satisfaction and conduct the 
business the same as was done by my predecessor.
£3T*Will meet trains at Collegeville, Royers- 
ford, and Spring City.
B3F* Telegraph Office—Collegeville, Pa.
COLLEGEVILLE
BA K ERY !1
JOHN T. KEYSER, Prop’r.
-—FRESH-----
B R E A D ,
R O L L S ,
—&C., &C.,—
E V E R Y  MORNING
T e e  C r e a m ,
Different flavors, during the Season.
Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied a' 
short, notice, on reasonable terms.
J. A. JOHNSON,
B U T C H E R
AND DEALER IN THE BEST
Beef, Veal and Mutton.
visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues­
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of each 
week. Thankful to the public for past favors he 
nvites continued patronage. Highest cash prief 
oaid for calves.
. 12jan. J. A. JOHNSON.
Collegeville Meat Store





A lw ays on  h a n d .
PORK AND 8AU8AGE AND SCRAPPLE 




Cures Cough*, H o a r .e n e s s , So re  T h ro a t ,  
C ro u p  prom ptly ; relieves W h o o p in g  C ough  
and  Asthma. F o r  C o n su m p tio n  i t  has no 
rival; has c u re d  th o u sa n d s  w here a l l  o th e r ,  
failed; will c u re  y ou  If tak en  In tim e. Sold 
b y  D ruggists on  «guaran tee . F o r Lam e Back 
o r  Chest, use SH IL O H 'S  F L A S 1 E B . 25 eta.
HILO H’Sv/^CATAR R HÇ H U - 0 H
H ave you C a ta r
REMEDY
- l rh  ? This rem edy is guaran­
teed  to  cu re  jrou* P rice 50 cts. In je c to r  f re *
AFTER ALL OTHERS FA ILCO N SU LT ___ "
DR.LOBB
329 H .I B T H S T .-3a i -
PHILADELPHIA’S FAM OUS SPECIALIST  
3 0 ' Years’ Continuous Practice in the Cure of
Self Abuse^Loss of Power
Small, Shrunken Or pans Fully Restored—Special 
Diseases Permanently Cured in  3 to 6 days.
Dr. Ia) DB is the only specialist that permanently 
cures. He has no equal, no matter what others 
advertise. P r iv a te  Confluititi«: R o o m s for each 
patient. Advice freet E v e ry th in g  Confidential. 
Send 2-cent stamp for Book exposing quacks, their 
poisonous treatments, etc.
Office Hours—9 A. M. till 3 P.M ., and 6 to 9 even­
ings, daily and Sundays.
No r r i s t o w n  h e r a l d  b o o kB IN D E R Y  • Binding, J  ob Ruling, Per­forating, Pairing, Numbering, Blank Books for 
Banks and Business Houses, given special atten­
tion. Magazines bound and and repairing done 
quickly and cheaply. Estimates cheerfully 
furnished. Address, MORGAN R. WILLS,
P roprie to r 31 m r
G
ET YOUR F o ster s  P r in te d  at th e  
tu d e p e n d e u t  OtUce.
